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Brick-Wall Speaker Enclosures
If you could look through your speakers, is this what you'd see?

Listen carefully. Chances are your speakers add their own distorting coloration to the music. Maybe it's a boomy bass, or an overemphasis on treble. Most speakers do it, and some are designed to do it. You may not even mind the effect. But is this really the absolutely faithful reproduction you paid for?

If you enjoy adding emphasis to selected parts of the music, that's your prerogative. But don't let your speakers do it for you! There are controls on your receiver or amplifier that do the job much more predictably and pleasingly.

The best speaker is still the one with absolutely even response; with no coloration of the highs or the lows. This is the kind of speaker that Scott makes.

Scott engineers design every component part of Scott speaker systems. It's far more difficult than using ready-made components, but Scott won't accept the bias built into "off-the-shelf" parts. Scott's Controlled Impedance speakers are designed specially for use with today's solid-state equipment. Custom-designed woofers, tweeters, midranges, and cross-over circuitry are carefully matched in solid, air-tight enclosures. And each individual speaker system must survive the scrutiny of both electronic instruments and trained ears before it's allowed to leave the Scott factory.

As a result, Scott speaker systems are completely honest; what goes into them is what comes out of them. They won't cover up for a poor receiver or turntable. Neither will they distort the perfection of a good component system. And that's what Scott believes great speakers are all about.

Choose from five Scott Controlled Impedance speaker systems, priced from $49.95 to $274.95, at your dealer's.

H SCOTT © H. H. Scott, Inc., Dept. 35-07
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754

Improve your listening with Scott 20/20 Speakers.

© 1968, H. H. Scott, Inc.
In many ways, the Electro-Voice Model 30W is an impressive loudspeaker. Its size alone sets it apart: 30" in diameter and over 13" deep. The 30W weighs 34 lbs, and employs 9 lbs, 4 oz of ceramic magnet.

While the 30W was originally intended for high fidelity music reproduction, its unusual bass capability has earned it a place in other applications. It is used by major pipe organ constructors as an electronic substitute for bulky and expensive 32' pipe organs needed for the lowest range of the pipe organ. In addition it is used extensively as a bass speaker in non-pipe organs.

Recently the popular music field has taken note of the unusual sonic characteristics of the 30W. Its extreme low range and high efficiency is of interest to musicians seeking new sounds and higher volume levels. In addition they are attracted by the high power handling capacity of the 30W. Nominal peak power rating is 240 watts, and 70 watts continuous sine wave.

This high power handling capacity results from the achievement of several design goals. These include: high mechanical strength of moving parts, the reduction of excessive localized stresses, and the control of heat generated as a by-product of the conversion of electrical energy into acoustic energy.

The 30W has several natural advantages that help to improve heat dissipation at high power levels. It uses a massive magnetic structure totalling 23 pounds. This conducts away much of the heat generated in the voice coil gap. In addition, the voice coil itself weighs 20 grams, and this relatively massive edgewound copper coil can absorb more heat than smaller coils. The coil is mounted to a 2-ply fiberglass form, impregnated with high-temperature polyester to further reduce the effects of high heat.

It might be pointed out that air convection cooling is of little consequence as relative air motion is slight in a well-designed speaker structure. In experiments with extremely high power, temperatures as high as 300°F have been measured in the gap of speakers that successfully survived the tests. In one test, however, a 30W literally burst into flames at the end of a popular music concert. Its failure was understandable since the guitar amplifier driving the speaker was providing as much as 300 watts of continuous sine wave power. Temperature in the gap was estimated at 600°F, the flash point for the materials involved!

Although study of methods to raise the temperature limit for high power speakers is continuing, there is a practical limit to advances in this direction. As temperature rises, speaker efficiency drops. This is a direct result of higher magnet temperature as well as increased resistance of the voice coil wire. The resultant lower efficiency encourages the use of multiple drivers in order to maintain effective use of amplifier power. Nevertheless, better thermal stability will result in greater reliability when high power operation is attempted.
Coming in August


Here, in one issue, you get a truly comprehensive view of what's available in the latest hi-fi component models:
- Amplifiers
- Preamplifiers
- Tuners
- Receivers
- Modular Systems
- Record Changers
- Turntables
- Tone Arms
- Phono Cartridges
- Loudspeaker Mechanisms
- Loudspeaker Systems
- Tape Recorders
- Video Tape Recorders
- Microphones
- Headphones
- and a host of allied products
- plus a directory of manufacturers.

In addition to this authoritative, year-long equipment buying guide, the August issue of AUDIO Magazine will include regular features and departments.

ABOUT THE COVER
Read about the "brick wall" speaker system installation on page 32 of this issue. Installation photos show how it was accomplished, while the text explains why this approach was undertaken.

Audioclinic
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

If you have a problem or question on audio, write to Mr. Joseph Giovaneli at AUDIO, 134 North Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19107. All letters are answered. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

TV sound: Multiple headphone listening

Q. I am currently in the process of upgrading my high fidelity equipment, providing a more attractive housing for it, and (hopefully) integrating into the system a good quality color television receiver. Because the objective of the whole project is to create an integrated wall of entertainment with a high overall standard of quality, two special considerations have arisen on which I would appreciate your comments.

1) The audio output of today's finest television receivers in the $600 dollar to $1,000 dollar range is unsatisfactory. Hence, I wish to bring the audio signals, unamplified, from the TV tuner to an auxiliary input on my preamplifier. Which commercial sets, if any, provide for this? How much of a job is it, in your opinion, to modify a commercial set in accordance with the requirement that the set be restorable at trade-in time to its original state? How is the modification made?

2) What is the best way to provide for multiple headphone jacks, such that each individual head set has its own level control? In answering this, you may wish to note that I use the Dyna PAT-4 and Stereo 120. The PAT-4 provides but one headphone jack, and the Stereo 120 has restrictions concerning hookups to headphone junction boxes requiring common ground connections.

Your comments and advice on these matters will be greatly appreciated.—Michael Bernstein, San Francisco, Calif.

A. 1) I know of no ready-built TV receiver which has provisions for audio taken off from a cathode or emitter follower. Such features are built into the Heath color receiver, I understand, if you are interested in kit building.

If you are going to modify a commercially-built set, you will need to do a small amount of work. The external modifications are so slight that there will be little need to restore the receiver, come trade-in time. Because of problems associated with color convergence, I would suggest that you have these modifications made by someone who can restore the balance after the audio work has been accomplished.

You will, of course, have to remove the receiver from its chassis. This is sufficient to cause trouble in the convergence in most sets.

Now to the modifications themselves. The audio signal is usually available across the audio gain control. A small connector is mounted on the rear apron of the TV set's chassis. I suppose you could use the type found in normal, high fidelity equipment. Signal is fed from the volume control to this connector. That might be all there is to the project.

However, it sometimes happens that the de-emphasis network is placed in the circuit after the volume control.

Fig. 1—De-emphasis network.

What this means is that the signal you hear will contain too many high frequencies. (You probably know that TV stations boost the highs when transmitting, just as FM stations do. They are reduced again during the receiving process. This high-frequency cut is accomplished in a simple circuit known as a de-emphasis network.) You might

Fig. 2—Cathode follower.
Feature by feature, the SL 95 is today’s most advanced automatic turntable

An investment of $129.50 in an automatic turntable cannot be taken lightly. When you’re ready to buy, compare carefully—feature by feature. You will find that Garrard’s SL 95 meets your every requirement since it offers all the innovations that distinguish a superlative instrument plus the assurance of years of flawless performance.

Here’s why:

Synchronous motor: Look for a synchronous motor, the only type which can really guarantee constant speed regardless of voltage, record load, warm up and other variables. By locking in, to the fixed 60 cycle current (rather than varying voltage), this type of motor guarantees the unwavering pitch and distortion-free record reproduction you should insist upon in a top-notch record playing unit. Garrard’s revolutionary new Synchro-Lab Motor, which powers the SL 95, is not only synchronous...it also offers the advantages of the induction type motor—instant starting, high driving torque and freedom from rumble.

Light, kinetically matched turntable: The SL 95’s synchronous motor has obsoleted the heavy turntable which was developed because of the need to override fluctuation in the speed of induction motors, through fly-wheel action. The relatively light (8 pounds), but magnificently balanced turntable, precision matched to the kinetic energy of the motor, now relieves weight on the all-important center bearing and reduces wear and rumble in this most critical area. Furthermore, its full-sized 11½” diameter gives your records maximum edge support.

Low-mass tonearm: Look for tracking capabilities which can only be obtained through light weight and low resonance damping, combined with rigidity and advanced pivots. The SL 95’s distinctive, dynamically balanced one-piece arm of Afrormosia wood and aluminum is mounted within a gyroscopically gimballed assembly which permits it to float virtually friction-free on jewel-like needle pivots. The need for plug-in shells is eliminated by a new cartridge clip which insures flawless alignment. It is compatible with the latest, most compliant pick ups and the arm will track them perfectly down to the smallest fraction of a gram specified.

Permanently accurate anti-skating control: Look for a control that relies on a counterweight and is not affected by wear or temperature. The SL 95’s patented control, which neutralizes side pressure on the stylus, is adjusted by a simple sliding weight rather than springs.

Convenient, gentle, cueing control: The SL 95 features single action cueing—one control is used to start the motor and lift and lower the tonearm. Its location at the front of the unit plate facilitates the safeguarding of your records in manual and automatic play.

Accurate audible/visible stylus force adjustment: The SL 95 combines accurately calibrated visual positions with detents for positive ½ gram settings.

Two-point support for automatic play: It has been found vital to have positive support of records at center and edge. The SL 95’s center spindle dropping mechanism guarantees perfect operation at all times, regardless of the condition of center hole or size or thickness of records. A unique support platform telescopes into the unit plate when the SL 95 is used as a manual player. Patented automatic spindle handles up to six records safely; manual spindle rotates with record, has durable, friction-free Delrin® tip.

We urge you to send for a complimentary Comparator Guide with full, feature by feature descriptions. Write Garrard, Dept. AGI-8, Westbury, N.Y. 11590.
Some mikes have to take a beating

But your worries are over if it's an RCA STARMAKER. They're designed for whispers or shouts. A mike for every broadcast or recording application. From $8.00 to $50.00.* For complete information on RCA STARMAKER mikes, call RCA, Microphone Merchandising at 201-485-3900, Ext. 2678. Or write RCA Electronic Components, Microphone Department, Section G-91MC, Harrison, N.J. 07029. *Optional User Price

want to add such a network. The de-emphasis network, together with its connection to the volume control, is shown in Fig. 1.

You will notice that if you wish to allow the television receiver to work in its normal manner, all you need to do is to turn its volume control up. If it is plugged into the amplifier and no sound comes from the speaker of the TV set even when you do turn up the volume, you probably have the selector switch on your amplifier set to the wrong position. This selector switch will not only prevent the signal from the TV set from reaching the high fidelity system, but will prevent it being heard through the set's own loudspeaker. This is because the selector switch shorts all unused positions to ground.

If it happens that you have to add a de-emphasis network to your television receiver as described, you might notice that the sound heard from the set's own speaker is muffled. Remember that you now have two de-emphasis networks in the circuit. You will have to locate the original one and remove it. Of course, at trade-in time you will have to remember to restore it.

Should you need to remove the connector which feeds the signal from your set to the amplifier, a small, metal plug can be obtained for the purpose of filling the hole. Thus, the chassis will remain neat looking. If you buy the type of connector which mounts similar to a standard phone jack, you will not even need to drill mounting screw holes, thereby saving you time and making a neater job.

I am assuming that the TV receiver and the amplifier will be mounted close together, making for a short, interconnecting cable. If the cable is too long, you will lose "highs." You might be able to get away with several feet of cable. This is a matter of the impedance of the detector circuit. Should you find that you are losing high fre-

(Continued on page 55)

Fig. 3—Emitter follower.

Check No. 5 on Reader Service Card — www.americanradiohistory.com
You just can't compromise good design. It can't be rushed. You've been patient. We've been patient. Now we're both going to be rewarded.

The new Sony 6060 receiver is a superb performer on FM stereo, FM and AM broadcasts; records and tapes.

On FM, even the weakest, fuzziest stations sound like the strong ones. And they don't get clobbered by the strong ones. Stations you never knew existed suddenly appear.

FM stereo? Superb. All the separation necessary for full, rich stereo sound. And the 6060 automatically switches to stereo operation.

Sony engineering innovations made this possible: the front end combines three newly developed Sony field-effect transistors with a 5-gang variable capacitor to provide an unprecedented combination of low internal noise, high sensitivity (1.8 µV) and low cross-modulation. The IF section uses six solid-state filters instead of conventional tuned circuits. Even AM broadcasts are better, because of the special care devoted to this portion of our receiver.

The powerful amplifier section delivers 110 watts IHF into 8 ohms without the slightest trace of distortion (0.2% at rated output). Plenty of power to drive any speaker system with plenty in reserve for difficult passages. A unique heat-sensing circuit protects the 6060 from overload.

Not only is the 6060 a pleasure to hear, but it is also a pleasure to use. It has a full complement of controls and conveniences: zero-center tuning meter; front-panel headphone jack; switches for tape monitoring, muting, speaker selection, tape head or Aux. input, loudness—the works.

At $399.50 (suggested list), it outperforms receivers selling for as much as $500. But don't take our word, hear for yourself at your hi-fi dealer.

Sony Corporation of America, 47-47 Van Dam St., L.I.C., N.Y. 11101.

Now, aren't you glad you waited?
What’s New
In Audio

Sherwood FM Tuner
Uses Microcircuits

Sherwood introduces its first FM stereo tuner with integrated circuits, the new model S-3300. According to the manufacturer, this design reduces FM distortion to 0.15% at 100% modulation, as well as improving noise rejection. Field-effect transistors are used in both r.f. and mixer stages to suppress spurious responses in strong signal areas.

The S-3300 tuner’s specifications include: 1.8 µV FM sensitivity (IHF), 2 dB capture ratio, -95 dB crossmodulation rejection, FM stereo separation, 35 dB; FM stereo frequency response, 20 to 15,000 Hz ±0.5 dB; hum and noise level, -70 dB.

Among the S-3300’s features are: automatic FM stereo/mono switching, D’Arsonval zero-center tuning meter, interchannel hush, front-panel output level control, and a stereo noise filter. Dimensions are 14" x 4" x 10½" deep. Price is $197.50. Optional are a walnut-grained leatherette-covered case at $7.50 and an oiled-walnut wood case at $25.00.

Check No. 2 on Reader Service Card

Kenwood AM/FM Stereo Receiver System

Kenwood’s latest addition to its line is the AM/FM stereo receiver system, model KS-33, which includes two compact speaker systems, an FM antenna, speaker cables and walnut-finish receive cabinet.

The solid-state, 30-watt receiver includes an FET transistor in its front end. FM sensitivity is 2.5 µV; FM harmonic distortion, 0.6%.

Features include automatic switching from FM stereo to mono modes, transistor protection circuit, automatic stereo indicator light, and an illuminated tuning meter. Each bookshelf-size speaker system includes a 6½" air-suspension woofer and a 2¾" cone-type tweeter. $199.95.

Check No. 10 on Reader Service Card

Fairchild Integrated Control Module

Fairchild Recording Equipment Corp. has introduced a packaged mike line-channel integrated control module. The module encompasses a plug-in strip with equipment needed to process a mike signal from a microphone’s output to the mixing buss line. The same strip can be used as a channel strip with 18-dBm output to a recording machine, or to the line for further distribution.

The integrated control module contains input level selector switches and pads, input preamplifier, input fader, echo feed control, echo feed selector, compressor, full spectrum program equalizer, output amplifier, and metering and channel-selector switch.

The strip may be unplugged quickly. And it may be used singly or as a “building block” for multi-channel consoles. Dimensions are 2" W x 18½" L x 5" D. $525.00.

Check No. 6 on Reader Service Card

Tape Cartridge Innovations

Cartridge-type FM tuners have been placed on the market recently. These “cartridges” fit into the cartridge slots of 4- or 8-track playback tape units, converting them into radios. One such device, called Stereo Magic FM cartridge Tuner, claims a 10-µV output and a signal-to-noise ratio of 23 dB. The unit sells for $39.95. And GW Electronics, California firm, plans to have under-$50.00 AM-FM cartridge tuner in the fall.

Sylvania Electric has introduced a combination color TV-cassette tape recorder (Norelco)-slide projector (Kodak), combining in one unit a few popular forms of home entertainment. The cassette tape recorder can be synchronized to operate with slides, using a built-in Kodak tape sync device. The color slides are projected directly on the color TV screen through use of a novel projection system.

Superex Stereophones

Superex’s improved version of its Model ST-PRO-B stereo headphones uses a dynamic woofer for low-frequency response, interconnected by a crossover network. The combination is coaxially mounted in unbreakable ear cups. The ear cups incorporate soft, re-
You get what you pay for.

Four heads, 4 track, 2 channel. A 7” maximum reel size. Tape speeds 7 1/2 and 3 3/4 ips (0.5%). A dual speed hysteresis synchronous motor for capstan drive and a pair of eddy current outer rotor motors for reel drive. Exclusive Phase Sensing Auto Reverse (so you'll never need sensing foil for automatic reverse play). Exclusive Symmetrical Control System, a soft-touch control operation for fast-winding in both tape directions, plus playback and stop.

Four TEAC-built tape heads in a removable unit. Tape tension control switch. Independent LINE and MIC input controls. 100 KHz bias frequency. A pair of jumbo VU meters. An optional remote control unit.

An optional repeat play unit. Polished walnut cabinet.

And these tested performance specifications:
Wow and flutter: 7 1/2 ips: 0.08%; 3 3/4 ips: 0.12%.
Frequency Response: 7 1/2 ips: 30 to 20,000 Hz (2 dB 45 to 15,000 Hz). 3 3/4 ips: 40 to 14,000 Hz (2 dB 50 to 10,000 Hz).
SN Ratio: 55 dB. Crosstalk: 50 dB channel to channel at 1,000 Hz. 40 dB between adjacent tracks at 100 Hz. Input: (microphone): 10,000 ohms—0.5 mV minimum. (line): 300,000 ohms—0.1 mV minimum.
Output: 1 volt for load impedance 10,000 ohms or more.

At the price of $664.50, the A-6010 might be a little too rich for your taste. Unless your taste just happens to run to extraordinary tape performance.

TEAC CORPORATION OF AMERICA  1547 18th St. Santa Monica, Calif. 90404
Available in Canada through American General Supply of Canada Ltd., 5500 Fullum St., Montreal.

TEAC®
Testing the Test Record

I haven't reviewed any test records in this issue because none has come my way lately.

Maybe they've got tired of making them. Or just lost my address. They shouldn't. Because test records do serve a lot of useful purposes. Even though test *tapes* are likely to be more to the professional taste, except when it comes to testing phono playback.

I have a shelf full of lovely old test discs, some going back to the very earliest LP days, a few in ten-inch and even seven-inch format; mono, stereo, compatible, and all at once. Great variety. No use reviewing *them*. Instead, I'm thinking out loud as to how a new test record should be laid out today, in view of all the faults (and some of the virtues) I've found on these old ones. Since I'm not likely ever to see a test record of my own devising appear in genuine vinyl flesh, I'll call my theoretical offering the Canby ultraviolet test record. Invisible, and likely to stay that way.

First of all—for whom do we produce test records? Ah, what a cogent question! The crux. On that score there are no doubts at all in the minds of those who produce a different test breed, test *tapes* of the sort that recording engineers hastily run off on their big machines before they begin each recording session. Those tapes are strictly pro and strictly practical. But discs? For whom are they intended?

Will the real pro, for instance, actually use a test disc to obtain, say, a 1 kHz tone? Not likely if he has a tone generator handy. Or at least a test tape. Will he use a test disc to measure distortions in his signal? Don't be silly—he has much better ways of doing that. Professional test equipment. How about such minor items as the phasing of his playback speakers? Don't insult your pro—his speakers are *always* in phase. (And if not, he knows it instantly via his super-sensitive ears—yes?)

The test disc for the pro is thus rather more a convenient "instant" type, than a basic testing tool; at least in most respects. It is undeniably useful but also undeniably a sort of stopgap device. So we shouldn't aim our test discs at the professional.

As you already may have thought, there is one notable exception. After a start with an "audophile" test record in its STR 100, CBS Labs issued a number of genuine pro test discs in its Technical Series, each one specifically labeled "professional test record" and directly intended for precision use with associated professional test equipment. STR 129, for example, ties in neatly with the General Radio 1521A Recorder to produce automatic frequency response graphs of a pickup cartridge, mono, or channel-by-channel stereo including "wrong-channel" crosstalk. Purely professional and highly useful too. But I'm concerned here with the more generalized test records, those which do not demand associated test equipment and are suitable for the consumer—a class which includes CBS's Inter "Seven Steps to Better Listening," STR 101.

A Happy Medium

The test record, then, must aim away from the pro—but how far? The disc makers have never quite settled their collective minds about it; nor how they should best accommodate those of us who own and operate our own millions of component home systems.

Thus some test records are not only overly complex and technical but often, also, too professional in tone—in the tone of voice, so to speak. They tend to chill the most courageous home user; and yet they: are watered-down from the truly professional viewpoint. Other test records not only oversimplify things but tend to smear their happy pronouncements with unctuous consumer-type goo, sounding like so many commercials for bubble gum or Wheaties! Gives any reasonable audiophile acid indigestion, just to listen to the stuff. Please—a reasonably happy medium.

Just because we aren't all professional engineers, doesn't mean we are hi-fi idiots. That's the great American weakness, to assume that everybody outside our own field is a dope when he sticks his head into our field. The fact is, we should assume—speaking again of test records—that all those who practice componentry, even componentry in the mildest degree (the kind you just turn on and away it goes) are people of better than average intelligence, maturity and intellectual curiosity. They are, anyhow, if they go out and buy your test record. And don't forget to include that most famous of all prize dopes (from the engineering viewpoint), the Little Lady. Maybe you don't respect your wife's innate intelligence, in respect to hi-fi, but I do. And I'll bet the IQ figures are on my side.

So—my ultraviolet theoretical test record must combine two basic approaches to usefulness. First, it is aimed NOT at the pro but at the "home user." This is the person who is ready to buy a test record and go to work with it for really constructive purposes (and maybe a bit of entertainment along the way), who has the twin urge to improve things and to gain reassurance. Improve things if something is faulty. Be assured, if all proves to be OK.

The test record, then, is neither advertising nor soft soap. It has a job to do, simply but yet honestly. It must of course be simplified. But constructively, not misleadingly.

My Ultraviolet parameters, you see, are being laid out in reverse. First, the over-all approach, the aims and intended audience, the situations envisioned. Next, the general shape and sound, accordingly. Then last of all—the actual tests.

Music and Test Tones

Let's get on to the general shape and sound. There are many approaches to the test-record procedure, but they all center upon three aspects. First, a decision: will it be synthetic test tones and sounds? or musical (and speech) sounds?

There have been all-music test records, without a single synthetic tone. The prototype was perhaps the Popular Science-Urania "True Sound of Musical Tones" of 1957, all music, which nevertheless featured stylus and and other pickup tests, low- and high-frequency response, dynamic range, not to mention something called "A Musical Guessing Game" that purported to test fidelity of sound by your ability to tell one musical instrument from another. (I'd say it tested you, not your system.) Other discs are all test tones, with never a trace of music.
The photomicrograph above portrays an errant, hard-to-track castanet sound in an otherwise conservatively modulated recording. The somewhat more heavily modulated grooves shown below are an exhilarating combination of flutes and maracas with a low frequency rhythm complement from a recording cut at sufficiently high velocity to deliver precise and definitive intonation, full dynamic range, and optimum signal-to-noise ratio. Neither situation is a rarity, far from it. They are the very essence of today's highest fidelity recordings. But when played with an ordinary "good" quality cartridge, the stylus invariably loses contact with these demanding grooves—the castanets sound raspy, while the flute and maracas sound fuzzy, leaden, and "torn apart." Increasing tracking weight to force the stylus to stay in the groove will literally shave off the groove walls. Only the High Trackability V-15 Type II Super-Track® cartridge will consistently and effectively track all the grooves in today's recordings at record-saving less-than-one-gram force . . . even with cymbals, orchestral bells, and other difficult to track instruments. It will preserve the fidelity and reduce distortion from all your records, old and new. Not so surprisingly, every independent expert and authority who tested the Super Track agrees.

SHURE V-15 TYPE II

SUPER TRACKABILITY PHONO CARTRIDGE
At $67.50, your best investment in upgrading your entire music system.

Send for a list of Difficult-to-Track records, and detailed Trackability story: Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Illinois 60204

Check No. 9 on Reader Service Card

© 1967 Shure Brothers Inc.
and the variety and ingenuity of sound on them is remarkable, if not always useful.

Frankly, my thought is that music belongs on musical records. Music is a composite sound, a summation. It can indeed be usefully dissected while being heard—"listen to the triangle; does it sound like breaking glass?"—but it is not normally in itself analytic. Whereas test sounds are deliberately created to measure a single parameter of performance in optimum fashion.

There is a temptation, of course, to round out your test record with music as a sort of hi-fi demonstration. Good, if you have nothing more useful to fill up the space. Advertising of your wares, however, has no place on a test record, no matter how sensational your sound. Some such musical "tests" come perilously close to being mere hi-fi sales puffs, testing nothing but your sonic sales resistance.

Second—another fundamental division occurs between those test records which involve spoken explanations and those which are tests alone, and no speech. A triangulation occurs here due to a third factor, the printed annotations or booklet.

Spoken and Written

If there is no speech on the record, then the printed material must bear the whole weight of the necessary explanations. Quite feasible, but consider some practicalities. The ultimate consumer in his living room must sit with his eyes buried in the instructions; a moment's lapse of attention and he loses his place in the sometimes involved sonic sequences heard from the disc. Looking for a particular tone? You may have to play through a dozen, counting carefully, and still not be sure you have the right one.

Moreover, each operational action concerning the playing equipment itself involves putting the booklet aside and, usually, moving over to the machine. Then back to the listening place and back into the booklet, to resume reading and following. Not at all easy. This sort of audio-visual approach can range from slightly inconvenient to downright infuriating, depending upon the ineptitude of the record's producers. It is highly annoying to have to start a band all over and play through in-terminable unwanted material in order at last to arrive at the specific sound desired. No test disc, however ingenious, is going to persist with this sort of location-fault built into the playing.

OK—then let's have spoken explanations, right on the record and at the proper test point. In general there is no better procedure. But with important qualifications.

The "tone" of your test record is instantly set up for the listener by the type of speaking voice, not to mention the speech content. Entirely too many spoken test-record instructions are given out in that dismal, institutional language of deadpan that seems to go automatically with scientific explanation of any kind. "Spoken speech is direct and persuasive, it comes precisely at the right and immediate place, next to the things it describes. The next tone is 100 cycles," and bzzz—you hear 100 cycles. But speech is slow. The reading mind can move much faster, the printed text can get over much more to the roving eye.

Write your printed text to supplement the spoken text, with a larger background, a fuller explanation, more detail, so that the speaker on the disc can be brief and concise.

But dovetail the two! Some misguided test records fail to coordinate written and spoken material, so that, for instance, you'll be floundering through the printed text about Band 3 while the record moves on into Band 4—and utter confusion. Tailor the one to match the other. Much of the printed material should be read without the record, anyhow. The distinction must be made clear on the printed page, even if you must say "Read this first—before you play the record." But good typography can make it clear enough which parts are to be read as the record turns and which are for reading ahead of time.

Sounds obvious, all this, doesn't it? You'd be surprised how often such things are ignored.

So now you have spoken speech, printed text, plus tests. How about the record itself? What about banding?

Bandung

Bandung takes up valuable space. (Some people find it valuable, anyhow.) Too often, test records play on and on without any distinguishing bands for identification. Even with speech helpfully included, specific tests are hard to locate in mid-disc. With no speech, the

“Looking for a particular tone? You may have to play through a dozen...and still not be sure you have the right one.”
Dear Sirs:

I thought I ought to drop you a line to tell you about our adventures with your excellent amplifier Mark III. Having read the specifications and the test results of the Mark III, we (a very unknown and inexperienced pop-group) bought two amplifiers to use them as singing-amps. The very first thing that struck us after having connected the loudspeakers was the absence of distortion, though we didn't understand it at first, so we thought something was wrong and turned on the volume control to the maximum position, switched on a microphone and shouted something. Having bought new loudspeakers and ear-drums, we learned how to operate it. On our way to a performance, our trailer was practically crushed by an irritated truck which didn't approve of pop-music. We got out of the car and looked at the mess. One of the Mark III's was lying under a 100-pound loudspeaker and I pulled it out with my head turned away to be spared from the sight of my dear late lamento amplifier. However, the only visible damage was a dent on the cover, but I was sure no electronic device could work after such a violent treatment. I started looking for the other one, but in vain, until our lead guitarist went out into the forest beside the road (why he doesn't want me to say) and found the amp in a pine tree, nicely seated between two branches after a flight of about 100 feet. We loaded the equipment on the truck which took us the remaining way to the town where we were to play. Putting the things up on the stage our road manager somehow managed to drop the airplane-Mark III from the 3 feet high stage on to the floor. The last fragments of hope that at least one amp would be fit for flight disappeared. However, we plugged in both of them just for fun. They both worked, our bass guitarist fainted and our drummer promised never to touch another glass of whiskey. Well, I hope you are flattered, you ought to be, I mean having turned our drummer a tetotaller and all. All bad joking apart, we love you, dear Dyna Company, your Mark III is the best amplifier on earth. I'm willing to bet my last cent on that. We wish you all luck and want you to know that we really appreciate your products.

Best wishes,

Lars Back

March 11, 1968
Furugränd 6
Umeå S, Sweden

The Mark III hasn't changed since it was introduced 11 years ago. Even the price is the same—$79.95. Your high fidelity specialist will be pleased to demonstrate Dynaco amplifiers, preamps, and FM tuners. They have achieved world-wide recognition for unsurpassed excellence at prices to fit every budget. Complete specifications are available on request.
situation is hopeless. Might as well junk the record. The one unique advantage that the test tape has over a test disc is quick and easy locating. Therefore, divvy up your record surface into clear, easily visible bandings. And not too many—none of those dreadful hair-thin separations, either, please! Nor the skimpy proliferation of many bands, whereby you may laboriously count up to band 27, eyes squinting and neck craning, only to find you're on band 29. Wrong number, dial again. Some test!

Don't think this isn't important. Your test effectiveness is nullified if the consumer-listener can't figure where he's at, or locate the test he wants to use, or get through the required printed material before the test itself is all over.

Test Length

Which leads me to one final generalization. (I'm still working in reverse, from the general towards the specific.) An absolutely vital consideration on any test record is the duration of each test. How long should each test tone last for optimum usefulness? How short? How long should the pauses be, where pauses are useful? There have been more sad mistakes made here than in any other aspect of the test recording business—on records or on tape.

"One-thousand cycles—SET LEVEL," says one tape. Then a brief pause, followed by the tone. Just as you start to set your level, the tone ceases. Stupid!! So you rewind, and you get "GRRRWWK—ND cycles—SET LEVEL," all over again, and still not enough tone to get yourself organized. It may take five or six tries before you're all set.

Oppositely, some overly high-minded test recordings drive you nuts in the opposite fashion—endlessly long tones, when brief bursts would do precisely as well. I can hear them now, in exasperating slow motion. You want, say four-thousand cycles (test records mostly antedate the great shift to Hz terminology), and you fire away: "TEN...THOUSAND...CYCLES, says the voice, like an ultra-slow crack of doom, and then "wheeeeee"...for an eternity. Followed by silence. Then, at long leisure, NINE...thousand...cycles, and another "wheeeee" for another eternity. By the time you get down to four thousand, your eyes are popping.

Of course, there may be an excellent reason for very long test tones in a given type of test. And good reason for mercifully short ones in another. I remember one broadcast of mine in which, merely to demonstrate the sequence of sounds at varying musical frequencies, I edited down each tone to a short minimum, fading each up and down, up from the background and back down under, as I spoke. It was a very efficient sequence, brief and to the point, but it took me a whole day of work for maybe thirty seconds of effect. Well worth it.

So, above all, TEST your test record for its timing and pace. And for confusions, possible misunderstandings, redundancies and inadequate explanations. I would surely test mine in this fashion, and test it until I was blue in the face before I let it out on the market. No matter how good your actual testing material is, your record is doomed to uselessness (and few sales) if you do not organize it rightly in all these ways, with an acute ear and a sharp eye out for specific consumer needs. Intelligent consumer needs, remember.

What tests? O boy—now you're asking me! I have my preferences, but that's another story. My reversed procedure just didn't get that far this time. For your info, however, here are a few notable test records of the hi-fi past, all designed for the audiophile and phonophile consumer. Some of them are still extant, and worth it.


*Audio Fidelity Stereo Test Record (First Component Series). Audio Fidelity FCS 50.000. 1959.


*Stereophonic Frequency Test Record. CBS Labs STR 100. 1961.

The Chromatic Scale Test Record. Cook Series 60. 1962.

*Seven Steps to Better Listening. CBS Labs STR 101. 1964.

KSC Stereo/Mono Speaker Adjustment and Test Record. (7-inch 45 rpm single-side). KSC Systems, Inc. ZTSP 96455. 1964.

An Audio Obstacle Course. Shore Brothers, Inc. 1966.

*The Schwann Catalogue lists updated versions of the above as currently available. Also How to Use Your Tape Recorder (Golden Crest C001); Sounds of Frequency (Motorway 6100); Stereo Check-Out (Command CMC-100); Test Record (Stereo/Mono) (Golden Disc PX 10); Testing, Testing, Testing (Westminster SKR).
Build a world of your own on "Scotch" Brand Dynarange® Tape.

Great moments in music... happy times at home and away—capture whatever sound you want to save on "Scotch" Brand "Dynarange" Recording Tape. "Dynarange" delivers true, clear, faithful reproduction across the entire sound range. Makes all music come clearer... cuts background noise... gives you fidelity you didn't know your recorder had.

And "Dynarange" saves you money, too! Delivers the same full fidelity at a slow 3 3/4 speed that you ordinarily expect only at 7 1/2 ips. The result: You record twice the music per foot... use half as much tape... save 25% or more in tape costs! Lifetime silicone lubrication protects against head wear, assures smooth tape travel and extends tape life. Isn't it time you built your own private world of sound on "Scotch" Brand "Dynarange" Recording Tape?

Magnetic Products Division 3M Company

Check No. 13 on Reader Service Card
Tape Guide

HERMAN BURSTEIN

If you have a problem or question on tape recording write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 134 North Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19107. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Syndicated Discs

Q. Syndicators of 5-minute radio shows (actual running time: 3 min., 15 sec.) make their masters on tape and then transfer the shows to transcriptions for broadcast on radio stations. My question is this: Are these shows transcribed on both sides of the disc, and how many shows can they get on one 33 1/2 LP? If several shows are on a transcription, how does the station keep from making a mistake, and perhaps running the wrong show or perhaps even duplicating a show over the air which they already have run before on the station?—Richard M. Hanlon, Indianapolis, Indiana

A. I will pass along information given me by a radio station, but cannot vouch for its accuracy. Some syndicators use only one side, but many use two sides. The reason for using only one side is that, when the disc is played, the other side tends to pick up dust from the turntable. The studio personnel usually are not careful about tending to dusty records, so that the two-sided disc is apt to present more of a dust problem, with adverse effect on sound.

The number of "shows" per side of a disc might be on the order of 3 to 5, but there is a lot of variation because different syndicators set themselves different standards of sound quality. The closer one goes to the center of a disc, the more deterioration in quality. Thus a high-quality syndicator, trying to keep well away from the center might limit a side to 3 "shows." Before a "show" is run, the operator listens to the material on the disc (without running it on the air), then manually backtracks to the quiet portion preceding this material; thus he is cued-in and ready to go on the air. Since he has listened to the start of the material, the operator, in theory, should not make mistakes in his presentation. Nevertheless, as one who listens knows, mistakes do happen.

D.C. Braking

Some time ago (March 1967) we had a question involving the use of direct current to brake reel motors. Mr. Joseph Killian (Claremont, Calif.) provides further insight into the matter:

"I own an ECO RP-100 tape deck which uses d.c. braking (one of the few that does). Enclosed is a simplified circuit (switching omitted) as used in this machine. The applied voltage in my unit measures 33V under load. The currents through the motors I calculate to be 0.4 amperes for M1 and 0.16 amperes for M2. The power dissipated by them is 15.5W for M1 and 5.75W for M2. The motor winding resistances are calculated as about 37 ohms.

"The machine is, of course, 3-motor. The reel motors are ordinary four-pole a.c. motors. With the amount of braking supplied, the machine stops from full speed in about 1/3 sec. The 50-ohm resistor provides 'differential' braking; with M1 being the unwinding reel motor, greater braking is applied to this reel in order to avoid tape slack or spillage. The 50-ohm resistor is switched between reel motors as necessary, according to tape direction. Tape does not spill at any speed for any combination of 7- and 5-in. reels, although it will become slack with a full 7-in. reel winding at full speed into a three-in. reel. During fast winds, 33V through 1,000 ohms is applied to the unwinding reel to avoid slack. During play, 33V through 235 ohms is applied to the unwinding reel for the same reason. Take-up power during play is applied through 250 ohms to reduce tension on the takeup reel (this deck uses no pressure pads, although it does have a felt-material drag wheel on the rewind side of the heads). With 15W dissipated, the motor does get warm, but of course it does not burn up. I have not tried the system without the 33-ohm resistor long enough to ascertain the heat problem involved.

"Although I do not use 1/2-mil tape, I have tried it on this machine and have had no difficulty. The method of braking employed appears to be one of the gentlest I have seen in tape machines. I think that the d.c. method of braking should get more attention than it does. It is mechanically simpler than other systems, without the expense of excessive electrical complication."

Distortion and Noise

Q. My tape recorder plays well with pre-recorded tapes, but I am having difficulty—distortion and noise—recording from my receiver. Also, when I play back the tapes I have recorded, I get nothing approaching high fidelity. What is the cause of my problems?—Bernard Flam, Williamsport, Pa.

A. Among the possible causes of your problem are insufficient bias (causing excessive distortion), distorted bias waveform (causing noise), and a defective capacitor, resistor, or other component in the tape recording electronics (causing distortion or noise).

Reader Feedback

Reader Jon Black, Elmhurst, New York, offers the following thoughts on the problem of the individual who obtained distortion and no gain when using a Wollensak 1290 tape recorder with a Scott 348 amplifier (March 1968 issue).

"I own a T-1515-4 (a relative antique) and a friend owns a 5700 series Wollensak. While I am not specifically familiar with the 1290, it may have the same peculiarity as the other models mentioned. I have found on these machines that the volume control (which also controls the inboard speaker volume) must be opened to deliver any signal from the preamp output jacks as well as from the extension speaker jacks. In order to overcome the nuisance of having the inboard speakers blasting away, I have inserted plugs with terminating resistors (near the value of the speaker impedance) into the extension speaker jacks. I have obtained best results with the volume control set so that the neon indicator indicates as it would when making a recording at proper level. This gives me a level roughly equal to other high-level sources into the tape-amp input jacks of my amplifier."

Mr. Daniel R. von Recklinghausen of H. H. Scott suggests that the problem is perhaps "... one of using the improper connections such as, for example, interchanging the tape-out and tape-in jacks or, perhaps, making some other error in connection of equipment."
How to recognize a stacked deck.

The Choice of Experts. This is the improved successor to the famous Sony Model 350 which was picked as "a best buy" by the nation's leading consumer reporting service!

Professional 3-Head Design. The ultimate in versatility. Such wanted features as Tape and Source Monitoring, Sound-on-Sound, Sound-with-Sound, and other special effects!

Instant Tape Threading. Exclusive Sony Retractomatic pinch roller permits simple one-hand tape threading. An automatic tape lifter protects heads from wear during fast forward and reverse!

Vibration-Free Motor. An important new Sony development utilizing "floating" shock absorber action to completely isolate any motor vibration from the tape mechanism!

Scrape Flutter Filter. Special precision idler mechanism located between erase and record/playback heads eliminates tape modulation distortion. This feature formerly found only on professional studio equipment!

Non-Magnetizing Heads. Head magnetization buildup—the most common cause of tape hiss—has been eliminated by an exclusive Sony circuit which prevents any transient surge of bias current to the heads!

Unprecedented Frequency Response. Achieves true high fidelity performance even at slower speeds!

20-22,000 Hz @ 7 1/2 ips
20-17,000 Hz @ 3 3/4 ips
20-9,000 Hz @ 1 1/2 ips

Noise Suppresser Switch. Special filter eliminates undesirable hiss that may exist on older recorded tapes. Filter does not affect the quality of sound reproduction!

Sony Model 355. Priced under $229.50. For your free copy of our latest tape recorder catalog, please write to Mr. Phillips, Sony/Superscope, Inc., 8142 Vineland Avenue, Sun Valley, California 91352.

Three Speeds. 7 1/2, 3 3/4 and 1 1/2 ips. Additional features include: Four-track Stereophonic and Monophonic recording and playback, Seven-inch reel capacity, Stereo Headphone Jack, Automatic Sentinel Shut-off, Two VU Meters, Pause Control, Four-Digit Tape Counter, Record Interlock, Vertical or Horizontal Operation. And more!

You never heard it so good.
Confirmation

- I enjoyed your article on power amps in the April 1968 AUDIO. One might note that the transistors do, however, dissipate more power with 40% square waves.

I would like to call your attention to my article in June 1966 AUDIO in which tests are outlined to demonstrate and evaluate precisely the phenomena you discuss in your article.

R. A. Greiner
Professor, University of Wisconsin Madison, Wisc.

Testing ... One, Two

- Your equipment review on the Crown CX622 in the April issue of AUDIO was excellent, but I must differ with one of your tests. I own a new Crown SS822, the exact same machine, except for the computer logic transport. My own tests of the frequency response revealed that I am getting 20 to 25 kHz ± 1.2 dB at 7½ ips. This was using either Scotch 201 or RCA 15 ALN. Also, response was better at 15 ips than you indicated. And yes, the S/N ratio is slightly better at 7½ than at 15.

I use this machine for remote recording sessions constantly, and I have found that I actually like the performance at 7½ ips better than at 15 ips. Response is as smooth, with no loss of audible highs, and with slightly better bass response. In fact, for me, the only advantage of 15 ips is that editing is easier, and I am hardly ever faced with editing work that critical.

Perhaps your test machine was not checked for response at 20 dB below 0 VU, or perhaps it needed rebiasing or equalization adjustments.

THOMAS P. Witherspoon
Witherspoon Sound Recordings
Jacksonville, Fla.

The difference in frequency response between your measurements and ours is easily accounted for by a slight shift in bias adjustment. As you are probably aware, just a slight drop in bias would increase the frequency response. Unfortunately, distortion also rises (you don't say at what distortion figure you obtained your measurements). Also, we performed our frequency-response tests at the standard — 10 VU, not at — 20 VU. Our initial tests showed a response down only 2 dB at around 30 kHz, but the bias was set too low. So we can't disagree with your findings.

Aside from easier editing, which you mention, the difference between the two speeds is measurable at the high end. Whether or not this difference is audible depends on the system through which one is listening. And since hearing is subjective, depends also on who's listening.—Ed.

Echo Chamber

- You published a letter inquiring about building an "echo" chamber recently. The text reflects a common misuse of the word.

The ear requires approximately 1/5 sec. delay before it can clearly separate two inputs. This means that a sound originating at the listener must travel a round trip of 220 ft. or to a point of reflexion 110 ft. away before a clear echo is discerned. Sounds which arrive back at the ear in less than 1/5 sec. mix with the original stimulation to produce reverberant sound. This type of delay may be produced in a large hall or artificially by a number of devices available commercially. The only way to artificially produce an authentic echo is by using a multichannel tape recorder designed with the record and playback heads spaced such that the tape speed and head spacing yield the desired delay.

In addition, a box built as described would have strong nodes which would cause the resultant sound to be dominated by the tones enforced by the box dimensions. This effect may be experimentally verified by using two tape recorders and playing a broad-band sound on one while recording the resultant sound in the room with the other. If this process is repeated sequentially about five times, the final sound will contain only those tones reinforced by the room nodes and will not sound anything like the original input.

Reverberant chambers designed to avoid this effect have non-parallel sides, of which the simplest to build is a five-sided polygon with a slanted roof. There will be little effect at frequencies below where 560/freq. = largest dimension of chamber. This tends to discourage most people from building a chamber because to have a reverberatory effect at 50 Hz requires a dimension of 11 feet. The wasted space and the cost of construction cause the other spring-type delays to be used in most applications aimed at producing musical effects.

One further comment: If a chamber is used, both the source and the mike should be placed at the intersection of as many surfaces as possible to attain maximum efficiency.

J. R. Arrington
Wilmington, Del.

Tape Recording

- In reading your ["Tape Guide"] column for Feb. '68 on the question posed on "Cross Field" biasing, the following information was passsed on to me while in Tokyo at the Akai factory.

I had experienced about the same problem with an Akai M-7 tape recorder which is equivalent to the Roberts 770. Both machines use "Cross Field" biasing. An engineer at the Akai factory stated that tape thickness unfortunately had a great bearing on recording level that appears on the tape. Namely, the thicker the tape, the less recorded level that appears on the tape for a set bias voltage. This is mainly the reason for giving the brand and type of tape that is used at the factory to align the machine.

By its application, "Cross Field" biasing is applied to the back side of the tape. So, the greater the thickness of the tape, the greater the attenuation of bias. In my opinion, the advantages of "Cross Field" biasing at slow tape speeds more than makes up for this one slight disadvantage.

Virgil S. Howarth
San Francisco, Calif.

- Concerning "TV Sound Again" in the April issue ["Tape Guide"], I would like to make this suggestion to your readers.

I recommend a simple, inexpensive method of "taping sound from the TV." Use a telephone pickup (e.g., Sony TP4S) placed near the TV's speaker. I find that this approach gives very satisfactory results. Worry of wiring errors, isolating transformers and the like is eliminated.

Permanent installation may be achieved by gluing the suction cup of the TP4S to the speaker frame. I feel this is a very practical and safe method for those who are not electronically oriented, but mainly concerned about making a recording.

William C. McQuiston
Folsom, Pa.
AR-2αx speakers and ARINC turntables are used as laboratory measurement standards—

Reverberant test chamber and associated laboratory test bench of the Perma-Power Company of Chicago, manufacturer of instrument amplifiers and sound-reinforcement systems. The AR-2αx speaker on the pedestal is used as a distortion standard to calibrate chamber characteristics. This test facility, described in a recent paper by Daniel Queen in the Journal of the AES, employs only laboratory-grade equipment. (Note the AR turntable on the test bench.)

but they were designed for music.

Offices of the Vice President and General Manager, and of the Program Director of radio station WABC-FM in New York City. AR-2αx speakers and AR turntables are used throughout WABC's offices to monitor broadcasts and to check records. WA3C executives must hear an accurate version of their broadcast signal, they cannot afford to use reproducing equipment that adds coloration of its own.
Up Again, Down Again

Audio reported here many months ago that a federal court decision upheld Crosby as patent holder for FM stereo, though another system was adopted by the Federal Communications Commission. The appeals court, however, reversed the decision. Now, General Electric and Zenith Radio—it was the General Electric/Zenith Radio FM stereo system that was accepted by the FCC—are both savoring the possibility of receiving royalties from other manufacturers.

More Stereo-Hi-Fi Models

Based on preliminary findings in compiling Audio’s annual August equipment preview directory, hi-fi equipment models have grown in number by about ten per cent over last year. So next month’s directory will be packed with specifications and features of over 800 models. The choices are wider than ever before.

Electronic Video Recording

Murmurings continue about CBS’s Electronic Video Recording (EVR) system, the latest being that the cost of the system will be around $400, with recorded tape cartridges pegged at $10 each. The system, spearheaded by Dr. Peter Goldmark, CBS Laboratories president who developed the long-playing record 20 years ago, is simply attached to the antenna terminals of a conventional TV receiver. Playing an EVR video tape cartridge, visual and aural information will be received. Rumors have it that there’s even a chance that recorded commercials will be used, keeping the video tape cartridge’s price down.

Dr. Goldmark, holder of more than 150 patents, recently received the George Washington Award for contributions to scientific research and human knowledge. Past recipients of the Award, presented annually by the American Hungarian Studies Foundation since 1961, include Dr. Edward Teller, Dr. Theodore von Karman, Admiral Lewis S. Strauss, and Dr. Fritz Reiner.

The Logical Bassoon

The electronic organ, electric guitar, and other instruments dependent upon electrons for operation, have been joined by the bassoon. A British psychologist designed the new type of bassoon to make fingerling of the instrument, notorious for its difficulty, much simpler. The player’s fingers operate keys which incorporate micro-switches, the signals (on-off) of which are fed to diode-transistor logic circuits which control solenoids. The solenoids raise and lower pads over holes in the bassoon’s acoustic column. The timbre of the instrument is said to be somewhat akin to that of a saxophone.

Canadian Hi-Fi Show

Canada residents will have an opportunity to attend a showing of high-fidelity equipment in their neck of the woods at the Lord Simcoe Hotel, Toronto, November 20 through 23.

Favorite Performers and Recordings

In a poll conducted among readers of the January and February issues of the Schwann LP Catalog to determine favorite performers and recordings (a new LP-record listing in Schwann during 1967 was a qualification), the following were named winners:

Most Popular Classical Artist: Leonard Bernstein.
Favorite Popular Artists: The Beatles.
Most Popular Classical Records (three):
(1) Mahler—Symphony No. 8—Leonard Bernstein and the London Symphony Orchestra, Columbia; (2) Prima Donna, Vol. 2—Leontyne Price, RCA; (3) Handel—Julius Caesar, Treigle, Sills—Rudel and the New York City Opera, RCA.
Most Popular Show Record: Cabaret, Columbia.
Most Popular Folk Record: In My Life—Judy Collins, Elektra.
Most Popular Jazz Record: A Day in the Life—Wes Montgomery—A&M.

A.P.S.
The X in the new Pickering XV-15 stands for the numerical solution for correct “Engineered Application.” We call it the Dynamic Coupling Factor (DCF).\textsuperscript{SM}

DCF is an index of maximum stylus performance when a cartridge is related to a particular type of playback equipment. This resultant number is derived from a Dimensional Analysis of all the parameters involved.

For an ordinary record changer, the DCF is 100. For a transcription quality tonearm the DCF is 400. Like other complex engineering problems, such as the egg, the end result can be presented quite simply. So can the superior performance of the XV-15 series. Its linear response assures 100% music power at all frequencies.

Lab measurements aside, this means all your favorite records, not just test records, will sound much cleaner and more open than ever before.

All five DCF-rated XV-15 models include the patented V-Guard stylus assembly and the Dustamatic brush.

For free literature, write to Pickering & Co., Plainview, L.I., N.Y.

\textsuperscript{SM} Dynamic Coupling Factor and DCF are service marks of Pickering & Co.
Our most-honored receiver

The highly-rated Sherwood S-8800 now features Field Effect Transistors (FET's) in the RF and Mixer stages to prevent multiple responses when used with strong FM signals.

Among the Model S-8800's many useful features are two front-panel switches for independent or simultaneous operation of main and remote stereo speaker systems.

Visit your Sherwood dealer now for a demonstration of those features which make Sherwood's new Model S-8800-FET receiver so outstanding.

With Sherwood, you also get the industry's longest warranty—3 years, including transistors.

Compare these Model S-8800 specs:
- 140 watts music power (4 ohms)
- Distortion: 0.1% (under 10W)
- FM sensitivity: 1.8 µv (IHF)
- Cross-modulation rejection: -95db
- FM hum & noise -70db.

Sherwood Electronic Laboratories proudly announces that its most-honored FM receiver, the Model S-8800, has been further enhanced with the addition of Field-Effect Transistors.

Model S-8800 custom mounting $369.50
Walnut leatherette case $378.50
Hand-rubbed walnut cabinet $397.50

Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Inc.,
4300 North California Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois 60618 Write Dept. A7
Electronic Crossover Networks Revisited

How to change parts values to obtain different crossover frequencies

C. G. McPROUD

Reader interest resulting from the author's article in the February issue was overwhelming, but the principal subject of many letters was the desire for information on how to change parts values to provide for other crossover frequencies. Second in importance to our readers was a redesign to accommodate only two channels instead of the three shown in the original article.

While our idea in presenting the article was to offer a construction project for our readers' "education," the article also served to elicit some education for ourselves. For instance, we were advised that there is another speaker system which uses the "bi-amplifier" principle in addition to the one we mentioned. Klein + Hummel of Stuttgart, West Germany, has a Model OY monitor speaker which uses two amplifiers—one for the woofer and one for the mid-range and tweeter — with an electronic crossover ahead of the amplifiers, providing separation at 500 Hz. The output of the mid- and high-range amplifier is fed through a conventional passive network which crosses over at 8000 Hz to feed the mid-range and tweeter separately. This speaker/amplifier system is marketed in the U.S. by Gotham Audio Corporation.

We were also reminded that H. H. Scott marketed an electronic crossover a number of years ago, and we received three reprints of articles by Masami Yamane, an assistant professor at Waseda University in Tokyo, all dealing with the electronic crossover.

We never claimed to have originated the idea, of course—we only reduced it to a simplified device which could be constructed by the average hi-fi buff. But because of the interest shown by readers, we offer this additional material: first, a series of formulas which enable anyone to calculate the required capacitors for different crossover frequencies; and second, a design for a two-channel network.

Calculations

In order to change the crossover frequencies without otherwise disturbing the circuit, it is only necessary to change certain of the capacitors, assuming that the remainder of the components remain as originally specified.

As mentioned on page 66 of the February issue, the slopes of the crossovers are determined by the number of RC circuits in each of the sections. For a slope of 18 dB/octave, three RC circuits are used, with different frequencies for each to ensure a sharper cutoff and reasonable flatness to the cutoff point. For a slope of 12 dB/octave, two RC circuits are used, but both center at the same frequency.

Thus in the woofer section, the three RC circuits are \( R_1, C_1 \) and \( R_2, C_2 \) and \( R_3, C_3 \). The first is centered at twice the crossover frequency, the second at one half the crossover, and the third at the crossover frequency. Response is down 3 dB at the point where reactance of the capacitor equals the value of the resistor.

Since \( X_c = \frac{1}{2\pi f C} \), the formula can be rearranged to the form

\[
C = \frac{1}{2\pi f R},
\]

where \( f \) is the value of frequency actually used (1 \( X_1 \), 2 \( X_1 \), or \( \frac{1}{2} X_2 \) and \( R \) is the related resistance value.

Where two resistors are used to set the bias on transistors \( X_1 \) and \( X_2 \), the resistance value used in the calculations is the resistance of the two in parallel, or one half the value of either.

Working through the entire circuit, one comes out with ten formulas, each of which requires some calculation to determine the capacitor values required. These formulas can be reduced to simpler form, requiring only one simple division to find out what size of capacitor is required for each location. All of this is based on the circuit which appeared first in the February issue, and again in corrected form in the April issue. The same circuit configuration and the same values of resistors must be used throughout the network for these formulas to be effective.

Woofer section, low-pass:

\[
\begin{align*}
C_3 &= 21.1/f, \\
C_1 &= 5.3/f, \\
C_0 &= 10.6/f.
\end{align*}
\]

Mid-range section, high-pass:

\[
\begin{align*}
C_{10} &= 5.3/f, \\
C_{11} &= 8.5/f, \\
C_{12} &= 10.6/f.
\end{align*}
\]

Mid-range section, low-pass:

\[
\begin{align*}
C_9 &= 10.6/f, \\
C_{12} &= 4.1/f.
\end{align*}
\]

Tweeter section, high-pass:

\[
\begin{align*}
C_{15} &= 10.6/f, \\
C_{14} &= 4.25/f.
\end{align*}
\]

where \( f \) is the crossover frequency between the woofer and mid-range, and \( f_x \) is that between the mid-range and the tweeter. All values are in microfarads. Minor shifts in capacitor values may be advisable to obtain exact compliance with the curves.

Thus for any desired change in crossover frequencies, it is only necessary to perform the individual cal-

www.americanradiohistory.com
cations, assemble the components, and you have the desired network. It is again suggested that 5% resistors be used throughout, as well as the Sprague 192P series of capacitors which are 10% values. The printed circuit boards were designed for these capacitors, which are comparatively small. Other types can be substituted, of course, but it is not likely that they will fit the circuit boards (construction of which was described in the February issue).

**Two-channel crossover**

Figure 1 is a modified schematic showing the result of eliminating the tweeter section from the three-channel circuit and removing the low-pass section from the mid-range network so it acts only as a high-pass filter. Therefore, signals are provided above the crossover frequency to the tweeter, filtering out those below the crossover.

The circuit as shown does not use $C_5$, $C_{11}$, and $R_{11}$ of the original, nor does it use any components of the original tweeter section. The circuit is drawn without any power supply components, since it is assumed that the builder will have some other source available that is well filtered and at approximately 28 V, as in the three-channel circuit.

The same printed circuit boards can be used for the two-channel circuit as for the three-channel configuration with the omission of the components mentioned. In place of $R_{11}$, a short length of hookup wire should be installed to provide circuit continuity.

The same formulas can be used to determine capacitor values for crossover frequencies as for the three-channel unit. However, since there is only one crossover frequency, $f_c$ is equal to $f_x$.

We reiterate the suggestion offered by George Augspurger of James B. Lansing Sound in a Letters column about the desirability of providing some protection between the mid-range and tweeter amplifiers and the respective driver units. This protection can be provided by a series capacitor between amplifier and speaker. The value should be such that the reactance of the capacitor is equal to the impedance of the driver at about two octaves below the crossover frequency.

In the original article, we suggested a 6-µF capacitor for a 16-ohm driver in the tweeter circuit when the 5000-Hz crossover frequency was used, and in a note in the Letters column in the April issue we suggested a 40-µF motor-starting capacitor as protection for the mid-range driver for a 500-Hz crossover. Calculations for these capacitors are as follows:

$$C = \frac{1}{\pi f_c Z} \text{ where } Z \text{ is the impedance of the mid- or high-frequency driver and } f_c \text{ is the crossover frequency. The formula takes into account the "octave below" the crossover frequency.}$$

---

**EXOTIC**

Unorthodox speaker designs and how they compare to moving-coil speaker types

MOVING-COIL cone loudspeakers have been in the king-seat for some 40 years. But from time to time some different designs arouse the interest of audio fans. In recent years these have included the electrostatic speaker and ionic speaker to name a few.

Before we discuss these "exotic" speakers in detail, let us establish some reference points by first examining moving-coil loudspeakers.

The basic moving-coil loudspeaker consists of a voice coil wire (wound on a form), magnet, centering device, frame, and diaphragm (cone). A cross-section view of such a speaker is illustrated. The cone is attached to the voice coil at one end (actually to a flexible centering device which is attached to the voice coil). The other end of the cone, flaring out to a large diameter, is attached to a suspension material which connects to the speaker's frame.

When an electrical signal from an audio amplifier passes through the coil, which is positioned in the magnet's gap, a magnetic field is formed. This causes the coil to move back and forth, which, in turn, forces the cone to follow its motion. As the cone moves back and forth with the coil, it kicks the surrounding air into sound waves.

As every owner of a top-grade hi-fi speaker system knows, the moving coil speaker can be designed to do an excellent job of creating realistic sound—but it is not absolutely perfect.

And that's where the exotic speakers come in. Each one has appeared...
SPEAKERS
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Fig. 1—Most loudspeakers made today are moving-coil types (top), operating in a fixed magnetic field. An electrostatic loudspeaker (three-element, push-pull type shown below) moves in response to an electrostatic force varied by audio signals. D.c. voltage maintains the moving element in a strained state.

as part of an attempt to solve some inherent limitation of the moving coil speaker, some slippage in its performance that keeps it from being perfect. This consciousness of perfection reflects the extraordinary improvements in tape machines, pickups, turntables and amplifiers of the last decade. Moving coil speakers have gone far ahead, too, of course.

Moving coil problems

Consider the way the cone behaves when it is pushed by the coil, which is attached near the apex of the cone. Since the cone is pushed at one place and held at another, it tends to bend or ripple. Ideally, it should move as one piece. No cone does, completely. And that's a pity, because this rippling and bending, with the collective name of “break-up,” is a main source of distortion in speakers. Naturally, if different parts of the cone move differently, it will produce different sounds at different points on its surface, not just the one sound it is supposed to produce.

In the best cone speakers, break-up has been reduced to a very low point. It is least troublesome over the range from the bass resonance of the speaker (described in a moment) up to several hundred hertz, in a 12-in. speaker. Higher up in the range, break-up becomes more intense.

Consider another complication of the cone speaker: the many resonances or “favored frequencies” of the vibrating parts. Anytime you have a mass connected to a spring (technically, a “compliance”) there will be one frequency at which the two vibrate very strongly, almost without being pushed. A cone speaker is loaded with such resonances. There is the mass of the whole cone plus the voice coil, and the springiness of the whole suspension, which produces the main or bass resonance. This is usually somewhere between about 30 Hz and 100 Hz. There is the separate system of cone mass and surround compliance; voice coil mass and cone bending; various bending systems in the cone itself; etc. Any light material, forced to vibrate, will have one or more resonances.

Electrostatic speakers

The “exotic”-type speakers use a design principle other than the moving coil one in an effort to overcome some limitations. The most popular
of exotic speakers, the electrostatic speaker, has stirred up a sizeable response in audio ranks because it solved some problems of the cone speaker (though it introduces many of its own, too).

The electrostatic speaker, mind you, is not a startling new principle. It was, in fact, employed decades ago.

The principle upon which the electrostatic speaker operates is a simple one: "like" electrostatic forces repel, "unlike" electrostatic forces attract. Repelling or attracting force depends largely on the amount of static charge and the distance between the objects which are in a charged state.

To understand how an electrostatic speaker operates, consider it to be composed of two very thin, conductive screens. One of the screens is mounted in a fixed position, while the other screen is in a flexible position. If the screens are oppositely charged, the flexible one will move toward the fixed one, depending upon the strength of the charge and the distance between the screens. When the amount of static charge is varied by an audio signal, the flexible screen—the equivalent of a speaker’s cone—will respond to changes in attraction force by moving back and forth in accordance with audio signals.

A decided drawback exists with two-element electrostatic speakers, however. Electrostatic force does not change in simple direct proportion to distance. As the flexible element gets closer to the fixed element, the attraction rapidly increases; the same concept (force varies inversely with the square of the distance) holds true as the flexible element is repelled. The distortion introduced in this manner becomes more apparent as frequency is lowered because the diaphragm must move a greater distance to push air for bass frequencies than for treble frequencies.

Development of push-pull electrostatic speakers overcome the foregoing problem. With a central diaphragm pushed from one side and pulled from the other, the above distortion is cancelled.

The electrostatic way of converting electrical forces into mechanical forces is extremely attractive for a loudspeaker because every tiny part of the moving diaphragm is pushed at the same time. It is as though millions of little fingers were side by side, to push and pull the light material. This cuts break-up to virtually zero. So by putting an audio signal across the plates, the diaphragm can be alternately pushed and pulled in step with the signal.

Of high importance, transient response—how quickly the diaphragm responds to an electrical signal and how fast it stops when the signal is removed—is improved. Since the diaphragm is extremely light it can be driven at high frequencies; up into the ultrasonics above the range of hearing, in fact.

Sound wonderful? There are "butts" that, unfortunately, have kept moving-coil speakers on top.

For example, electrostatic forces do not work over much of a distance. The two plates have to be quite close together, and therefore there can't be much room for motion of the diaphragm—a very small fraction of an inch.

In the highs this is fine because a loud sound can be produced by tiny movements, vibrations over thousands or even millions of an inch, from a diaphragm less than a square foot in area. For the bass, though, we bump into a requirement for large area, or large diaphragm motion, or some combination of the two. Since we can't get large motion in a practical electrostatic design, the diaphragm has to be big, at least several feet on a side, for moderately good low-bass performance. Even so, the big electrostatic's can't equal the deep low whump put out by some moving-coil woofers. Its large size, like the large size of a conventional floor speaker, makes it impractical to use in some homes. Also it is quite expensive. And some hi-fi amplifiers become unstable when faced with the ELS's large capacitance reactance. The net result of all this is that, at the present time, the full range electrostatic has not infringed heavily on moving coil speaker territory, even though it offers fine sound.

Another approach to obtaining a flat diaphragm is in the form of a flat induction speaker. This is actually a modification of the moving-coil speaker, which means that the forces will operate over a substantial distance. It uses a flat coil which is, in effect, distributed over the whole back side of the plate. It looks as though we would have the best of both worlds: an evenly-driven diaphragm that can move a good distance. But there are drawbacks.

For example, the diaphragm motion is not as great as that of a moving-coil speaker and, thus, requires a large diaphragm area for low bass. This means big speakers and, it turns out, fairly expensive ones. Though it emulates the flat diaphragm surface of an electrostatic, it shares other inherent limitations of mechanical transducers.

Then there’s a transducer that attaches to a wall and uses all the walls in a home as a “diaphragm.” But there’s no claim for high-fidelity sound being made for it.

No-diaphragm speakers

Finally, there is another far-out speaker, the ionic. The idea is exciting. Instead of setting in motion a diaphragm of solid material with its critical mass, why not work on the air directly. We can do this if we ionize the air, that is, make it electrically active. An ion is a molecule that has lost one or more electrons, or gained one or more, so that it is no longer electrically neutral. It has a net plus or minus electrical charge. Brought near an electrode carrying a high voltage, that is, within an elec-

(Continued on page 54)
A Marantz stereo component isn’t built for the mass market.

(That’s what’s so good about it!)

Marantz isn’t the name that most people think of first when they think of components. It’s understandable. The price of Marantz equipment is simply beyond them.

On the other hand, price is the very reason a Marantz component can be as good as it is. (Nobody can give you something for nothing.)

Quite frankly, our philosophy is to let our engineers design a piece of equipment as best as they know how. Not as cheaply. (There are enough other manufacturers doing that already.)

We believe that the four superb stereo components illustrated here are the finest performing stereo components available anywhere in the world. The Marantz SLT-12U Straight-Line Tracking Turntable ($295). The Marantz 7T Solid-State Stereo Preamplifier Console ($325). The Marantz 15 Solid-State Stereo Power Amplifier ($395). And the Marantz 10B Stereo FM Tuner ($750).

As soon as you examine these components, we know you will appreciate what goes into making a Marantz a Marantz. That’s why your local franchised Marantz dealer will be pleased to furnish you with complete details together with a demonstration. Then let your ears make up your mind.
Audio Noise Reduction

PART 2 (Conclusion)

RAY M. DOLBY

More aspects of the Dolby professional noise reduction system and practical applications

Construction

The A301 audio-noise-reduction system described last month is powered by an 18-volt regulated supply (the power supply module may be seen in position on the left in Fig. 1 and separately in Fig. 2). Having a total noise content of about 100 µV peak-to-peak and an extremely low output impedance, the unit powers all circuits with a minimum of further decoupling. The power supply module also contains the input and output transformers for the system.

To obtain the full benefits of modular construction, the system has been designed to use a minimum number of different modules. The eight circuit modules in the A301 system comprise only three different types: amplifier, control, and compressor. This simplifies troubleshooting significantly.

Fiberglass printed circuits are used in the modules, component numbers being silk-screened with epoxy paint. All resistors are 5%, 2%, 1%, and ½% high-stability carbon film types. Electrolytic capacitors are used where necessary, but band-splitting filter capacitors, time-constant capacitors, and critical coupling capacitors are of the polyester type, while tantalum capacitors are used in situations where high values and reliably low leakage currents are required. Tolerances are tightly controlled, with more than 200 components being bridged, matched, or specified to better than 1%.

The 99 transistors used in the system are of the high-gain silicon planar type, enabling large amounts of negative feedback to be used in the circuitry. The circuits are thus highly stable with regard to transistor spreads and ambient temperature variations. Wherever possible, the circuitry has been designed to be temperature independent. Where this is not possible or practical, temperature compensation is used (of the 163 germanium and silicon diodes in the system, 44 are used for temperature compensation).

System alignment

Because of the stability of its circuitry, the system does not require routine alignment. Nevertheless, an alignment procedure is useful for troubleshooting purposes or for giving the system a thorough check. The two signal processors are adjusted independently, following a standard procedure which ensures that all modules of a given type are fully interchangeable.

During alignment, a module is removed and a special alignment card, providing several switch-selected calibration and test functions, is inserted in its place; the module is then plugged into a connector on the alignment card.

Apart from the power supply voltage adjustment, the A301 has six different types of controls on it: input level, output level, record calibration, playback calibration, compressor gain, and compressor law. The first four controls are on the amplifier modules, the last two on the compressor modules. The control modules do not require adjustment.

Each amplifier module is adjusted by feeding a calibration tone into the system from an oscillator. The input level control accommodates the various signal standards encountered, giving standardized operating conditions within the system (100 mV at the amplifier test point). The output level control, being adjusted in a complementary way, yields an overall processor gain of unity. After the input and output level controls have been set, the record calibration and playback calibration controls are used to standardize the gain of the noise reduction amplifier Q105 and Q106. This procedure gives the required 10 dB of noise reduction at 1 kHz, which also automatically sets the 15 kHz value at 15 dB.

The alignment card is then shifted to a compressor module position and switched to the compressor gain mode, which bypasses the filters and inserts a precision 50 dB attenuator between the filter driver amplifier output and the compressor inputs. As the resulting level is below the compressor threshold, the compressor gain can be accurately set (10 mV at the compressor output). Then the alignment card is switched to the compressor law mode, which raises the input to the compressor by 20 dB. The law control is then adjusted to give a compression of 6 dB (that is, 50 mV at the compressor output).

The above compressor procedures are carried out on the two compressor modules (two compressors each), and finally the whole routine is repeated for the second processor.

Because of the international exchange of master tapes, it is necessary that the above alignment procedure should take into account
Shown here are several good reasons why Altec audio equipment is being used by more and more recording and broadcast studios and auditoriums. And for all sound reinforcement applications.

Altec microphones are engineered and manufactured to the same high standards of quality that have made "Voice of the Theatre®" speaker systems, Altec audio controls, monitors and other sound equipment the standard of the industry for so many years.

Take our Solid State Condenser Microphone Systems (M49 Series), for example. Extremely wide, smooth frequency response. Front-to-back discrimination of 20 dB. Omnidirectional or cardioid types. Battery or AC operated. Lightweight but rugged, with power supplies to match. Altogether, these fine, precision-made instruments are the most advanced professional mikes on the market today. The M49 is typical of the complete Altec mike line, which includes selectable pattern types, miniature lavaliers, close-talking models and other solid-state condenser types. Plus mounts, wind screens and accessories.

So go ahead and put Altec on. Why not start by asking your Altec Sound Contractor for complete technical data? He's listed in the Yellow Pages under "Sound Systems." Or, if you prefer, write direct to us at 1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif. 92803.

Now we know why you're putting us on.
the various signal standards used throughout the world. This is accomplished by means of the two main 15 i.p.s. alignment tapes in use, Ampex-NAB and DIN. Unfortunately, these tapes employ different reference levels—the DIN level being approximately 4 dB higher—and it is necessary to allow for this fact when adjusting the input and output level controls of the A301 system.

For standardization purposes the system is adjusted with a calibration tone equal to the signal level produced by a DIN alignment tape (that is, recorded flux of 32 mM/mm at 1 kHz), each processor then being set for 100 mV at the amplifier module's test point, as explained previously. Thus, the Ampex-NAB tape, the most widely used reference in the U.S., should produce a voltage 4 dB below 100 mV at the test point; during adjustment of the system, it is therefore necessary to use an oscillator signal which is 4 dB higher than

Fig. 3—Changeover system. Added to the back of Model A301, the changeover facility enables one unit to be used for recording and non-simultaneous playback on two tracks. Both remote control and manual control are provided.

the level produced by the Ampex-NAB tape. This procedure correctly ties the two alignment tape standards together and also compensates for the many different line levels in use. The most common practice in U.S. studios is that the Ampex-NAB level corresponds to a 0 VU signal level of +4 dBm, 600 ohms, or 1.23 volts rms. The level which should be fed into the A301 system for alignment purposes is thus +8 dBm or 1.95 volts.

Although noise-reduction tapes will be recorded and reproduced under standardized level conditions on an international basis by use of the above procedures, it is still necessary to remember that there are several equalization curves in use throughout the world (NAB, CCIR, DIN, and others), and that these must be accommodated in the usual way.

Operational aspects

Since the A301 comprises two independent signal processors — each of which may be connected either in the recording mode or playback mode— one unit may be utilized for recording on two tracks, playback on two tracks, or recording and simultaneous playback on one track. The operating modes of the processors are normally determined by two toggle switches on the back of the unit. Whenever weight, space, or economy are considerations, it is possible to exploit the dual mode facility. In many recording situations, particularly multi-track, it is not customary to monitor line-out during the "take" itself. Also, for remote sessions on two tracks, it is convenient to be able to get along with only one noise reduction unit. In such cases, line-in is monitored for setting balances, while line-out (the raw noise-reduction tape playback) can be checked with regard to dropouts and other tape or recorder defects. After listening awhile, it is possible to become somewhat accustomed to the bright, breathy, bigger-than-life sound of processed signals, thereby allowing at least some judgment of the artistic merits of the recording during the "take" itself. Of course, during a proper playback, the noise-reduction system is changed over to the playback mode.

While a switch is provided for determining the operation mode, it is necessary to remember that the unit must also be shifted appropriately to the input or output circuit of the tape recorder. In a simple setup a signal switchbox can be built or the xlr cables can be physically re-plugged.

For more sophisticated installations, a remote changeover system, (shown in Fig. 3) is used. This facility, added to the back of the unit, includes a 24-volt power supply and provides for relay-controlled changeover of the processor mode and all signal connections. When connected to the record relay circuit of the tape recorder, the changeover system operates automatically.

The way in which the noise-reduction system is actually used in the studio chain will now be considered in more detail. While the arrangement is very simple (see Fig. I of Part I), it is necessary to observe the operational rules which are implicit in the figure.

Basically, the signal should not be operated upon by the normal studio facilities while it is in the processed condition (points II and III, between processors and recorder). But the signal may be manipulated as usual either before or after the system, at points I or IV. The tape recorder should have level frequency response and, as discussed previously, the absolute sensitivity of the recorder should be adjusted with a test tape.

If these requirements are not met, the output from the noise reduction system may contain low-level errors in frequency response and signal dynamics. In fact, however, the allowable tolerances are reasonable. A gain-error of 4 dB, for example, may produce barely discernible changes in high-frequency response on a direct A-B comparison.

An attempt should be made to keep overall gain-errors within 2 or 3 dB, which is normally not very difficult. But in a complex studio using many different kinds of equipment, even this fairly liberal requirement is met only with some degree of care. For example, a termination resistor left off a source having a true 600-ohm impedance will cause a voltage rise of 6 dB (which will result in a brighter sound than normal during playback). Nevertheless, such mistakes can usually be avoided. And if a studio uses standardized practices throughout, such as consistently terminating lines on either the sending end or the receiving end (as opposed to mixing the two methods), then use of the noise-reduction system is simply a matter of inserting the unit in the lines to and from the recorder.

It should be appreciated that the requirement for tape recorder standardization does not mean that the level actually recorded on the tape must be standard, only that the A301
If you don’t mind paying a lot less for a lot more, try the new University deceiver.

If we had priced our new Studio Pro-120 Solid-State FM/Stereo Receiver at half again more than its $379.50, the whole thing would have been deceptively simple. Then no one, not even the most spend-thrifty status seeker, could question its modest price versus its immodest quality.

If the thought of paying a lot less to get a lot more bothers you, we’ll tell you why the Studio Pro-120 is such a value. For over 35 years, we’ve built some of the world’s finest speakers and sold them at prices lower than anything comparable. We’re famous for that. But who ever heard of a University receiver?

The Studio Pro-120 is our first, so we put everything we could into it, including our many years of experience in designing sophisticated audio electronics for the military.

The results turned out to be so fantastic, we had every spec certified by a leading independent testing lab. That way, when you compare our middle-of-the-line price with quality that’s quite comparable to the top-of-the-line of the Big 5, you’ll know both are for real.

And if that isn’t enough, how about asking your dealer for a re-print of the three-page article on the Studio Pro-120 from the January, 1968, issue of Audio Magazine.

Better yet, play with the Pro-120. Listen to it. And by all means compare it to any much higher-priced receiver in the store. We’ll bet you’ll wind up with our magnificent deceiver, as long as you don’t mind paying a lot less while getting a lot more.
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compression law should always correspond to standard magnetic conditions on the tape. After the noise-reduction system and recorder have been adjusted, the recording engineer is free to set the output of the mixing console to any level required for full modulation of the particular type of tape used. Note that compensation for tape sensitivity (for example, for high-output tape) should be accomplished in the above way, not by modifying the record and playback gain settings on the tape recorder, as is usually done.

While the foregoing standardized operating conditions are recommended, occasions sometimes arise in which, for one reason or another, it is necessary to use non-standard level conditions. In such cases a level-setting tone should be recorded on the beginning of the tape, the equivalent level used being indicated—i.e., whether the tone corresponds to the Ampex-NAB level or to the DIN level (4 dB higher).

Regarding the question of tape itself, engineers often have strong feelings about the best kind to use. Normal, low-noise, and high-output are the main types considered for conventional recordings. With noise reduction, however, the type of tape selected is not so important since hiss and print-through are reduced by the system, and the distortion situation can be alleviated simply by recording at a slightly lower level. Nevertheless, most engineers feel that low-noise tape is optimum with the system. The print-through tendency is corrected by the system, a very low noise level is obtained, and the overload properties are good, especially at high frequencies; a good balance between the various limiting factors is thereby obtained, resulting in excellent performance overall.

Regardless of the tape used, it sometimes takes a while to become accustomed to the latitude which a 10 dB increase in dynamic range provides. When first using the noise-reduction system, many recording engineers instinctively continue trying to record at as high a level as possible. This is a practice to be discouraged, since two or three dB of the increased signal-to-noise ratio can well be sacrificed for a reduction in distortion.

Regarding the editing of noise-reduction tapes, most editors prefer working with the signal restored to normal. However, for certain passages the facility of monitoring the processed signal is used (the play-back-noise-reduction unit being switched out); in this way a kind of magnified view of the recording is obtained, whereby doubtful noises (such as the honking of a distant horn or musicians whispering) can be identified quickly. Moreover, if a splice sounds acceptable—in terms of differences in hall acoustics, for example—while the signal is in the processed condition, then the splice is sure to pass inspection after the signal has been restored to normal.

Under ideal conditions the original tape is edited and is used in the final tape-to-disc transfer; an operating procedure which is still often used for classical music. However, where tapes are bought or sold abroad, copies are usually involved. In such cases one-to-one copies of processed tapes are made for distribution on two ordinary recorders. Whether using an original or a copy, a noise reduction unit is used in the final tape-to-disc transfer.

Since the A301 system is a complementary one, it follows that it cannot be used to reduce the noise on old normally recorded material. If a normal tape is treated by a playback processor, the noise will be significantly reduced. But this will be at the expense of introducing errors in low-level signal dynamics and a loss of high-frequency response. However, if it is necessary to use old material, the system can successfully minimize any further degradation during re-recording; the noise level of the copy will then be substantially the same as that of the original (theoretically, 0.4 dB higher).

So far, the discussion has concerned use of the system in a standard way, whereby the rules are followed and one can be sure that the output signal will always be identical in all respects to the input signal. Situations arise, however, in which there is a strong temptation to use the system in a non-standard way for the purpose of reducing the total number of units required. Unless an engineer has some understanding of the system and is of an experimental bent, such practices should be avoided. In principle, it is not permissible to operate on the signal without first restoring it to normal; the “control signal,” which is contained in the processed signal itself, will be altered in the process. Nevertheless, some non-standard procedures, when used cautiously, often produce satisfactory results. For example, moderate amounts of equalization and filtering usually may be introduced in the processed signal without detrimental effects. Limiting can also be done, provided the gain control of the limiter is set to yield an overall gain of unity at all levels below the limiting threshold.

In the mixing-down of three-, four-, and eight-track recordings, a matter of even greater significance is that processed signals can often be mixed together with results which are indistinguishable, after de-processing, from those of the standard case in which the signals are de-processed before mixing. In such a procedure it is sometimes necessary to readjust the resultant level slightly (to the playback unit), to take into account the degree of correlation of the signals being mixed. In general, an experimental approach is required; as long as the rules are being broken, the only rule of any consequence is that if it sounds right, it is right.

It should be appreciated that the installation of a noise reduction system by no means marks the end of noise problems in a studio. On the contrary, the removal of tape as the limiting factor often uncovers a whole new layer of deficiencies which the meticulous engineer will wish to correct: microphone, pre-amplifier, and mixer noise; air-conditioning, fluorescent lights, creaking chairs. In addition, if the above factors are well under control, there will be further surprises. The soft puffing noises of the felt dampers on pianos will be revealed, and many other instruments (and their players) will be found to be unmistakable generators of wide-band noise.
When Stanton engineers get together, they draw the line.

The frequency response curve of the new Stanton 681 Calibration Standard is virtually a straight line from 10-20,000 Hz.

That's a guarantee.

In addition, channel separation must be 35 dB or greater at 1,000 Hz. Output must be 0.8 mv/cm/sec minimum.

If a 681 doesn’t match these specifications when first tested, it's meticulously adjusted until it does.

Each 681 includes hand-entered specifications that verify that your 681 matches the original laboratory standard in every respect.

Nothing less would meet the needs of the professional studio engineers who use Stanton cartridges as their reference to approve test pressings. They must hear exactly what has been cut into the grooves. No more. No less.

But you don’t have to be a professional to hear the difference a Stanton 681 Calibration Standard will make, especially with the “Longhair” brush which provides the clean grooves so essential for clear reproduction. The improvement in performance is immediately audible, even to the unpracticed ear.

The 681 is completely new, from its slim-line configuration to the incredibly low-mass moving system. The 681A with conical stylus is $55.00, the 681EE with elliptical stylus, $60.00.

For free literature, write to Stanton Magnetics, Inc., Plainview, L. I., N. Y.
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Brick-Wall Speaker Enclosures

Fred R. Hulen, Audio Mart, Kansas City, Mo.—“Build the room to do justice to the equipment” is a rare directive from a customer. This hi-fi stereo components dealer, however, found such a person in Dr. Frank Jones of Kansas City, Mo., who wanted to build a new family entertainment room in his home.

The decision was to use a “wall system” type of speaker installation in one end of a room that was to be built with the following dimensions: 31-ft. wide x 46-ft. long with a pitched-beam ceiling reaching 17 ft. in the center. The building contractor was instructed to provide the type of structure needed to house the speaker system(s) to be installed.

The contractor built a solid brick wall with 230 cu. ft. of space per side to accommodate the speaker systems. The cavities were covered with better than 200 sq. ft. of absorptive padding per side. Speakers consisted of eight Altec Lansing 515B woofers, two Altec 802D drivers, two 511B horns, and two N50G networks. Mounted on reinforced 1½-in. panels, each one weighed out at approximately 185 lbs. when ready for installation. The panels were installed within the cavity openings, held in place by wood screws on 5-in. centers. The brick wall provides perfect rigidity, with no possibility of resonances.

Complementing the system, at the other end of the room, are a Marantz 7T preamplifier, Marantz 15 power amplifier, Sherwood 3300 FM tuner and a Miracord 50H automatic turntable.
Take a close look at the back of the powerful, exciting, Sansui AM/FM Stereo 5000. You'll see the inputs for 3 pairs of stereo speaker systems that can be played individually or in pairs—engineered quick holding plugs that eliminate the need for cumbersome clips; selective monitoring for 2 tape decks so that you can monitor while you record. Even the inputs for phono, tape, and aux. are grouped for easier access and to reduce the chance of wires accidentally touching. The Model 5000 Receiver features FET FM front end and 4 Integrated Circuits, with a set of specifications that exceed Sansui's unusually high standards — 180 watts (IHF) music power; 75 watts per channel continuous power; FM tuner sensitivity of 1.8 μV (IHF); selectivity greater than 50 db at 95 MHz; stereo separation greater than 35 db; amplifier flat frequency response from 10 to 50,000 Hz. The front of the Sansui 5000? See it at your franchised Sansui dealer. Price $449.95

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORPORATION • 34-43 56th STREET • WOODSIDE, N.Y. 11377
Sansui Electric Company, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan • Electronic Distributors (Canada), British Columbia
Audio/FM Instrument Sampler

Several specialized pieces of equipment are used to measure characteristics of audio and FM equipment. Aside from the ubiquitous vacuum-tube voltmeter and oscilloscope, there are various signal generators, distortion meters, and a wow-and-flutter meter. A sampling of what's available in the latter categories for hobbyist, service, and laboratory applications are shown here. Specifications were supplied by manufacturers. For more information on any instrument shown, write in your request on the reader service card on page 59 of this issue.

**SIGNAL GENERATORS**

- **Hewlett Packard Model 209A—** Sine/square wave. 4 Hz to 2 MHz. Under 50-ns rise time. $320.00.
- **Karg Model MX-1G—** Composite stereo or mono. External SCA. Separation: 40 dB min. Crystal-controlled 19 kHz pilot. $248.00.
- **EICO Model 342—** Generator provides both composite audio and FM r.f. outputs. External SCA. Separation: 30 dB min. 50 to 15 kHz. Crystal-controlled 19 kHz pilot. $73.00 (wired only).
- **EICO Model 262 AC Volt/Watt meter—** Voltage ranges: 10 mV to 1000 V rms; power range: 0.15 mW to 150 W. Incorporates tapped power resistor loads (4, 8, 16 and 600 ohms). $59.95 (kit); $89.95 (assembled).
General Radio Model 1371-A - Sine/square wave. 10 Hz to 50 kHz. Typical rise time, 40 ns. $325.00.

Heathkit Model IG-82 - Sine/square wave. 20 Hz to 1 MHz. Under 0.15 µs rise time. $59.95 (kit); $79.95 (assembled).

RCA Model WA-504A - Sine/square wave. 20 Hz to 200,000 Hz. Under 1-µs rise time. $95.00.

Knight Model K-687 - Sweep/marker generator. 3 Hz to 220 Hz with crystal marker. Up to 18 MHz wide sweep. Independent agc bias supplies. Kit: $120; Assembled: $185.

Heathkit Model 1G-82 - Sine/square wave. 20 Hz to 1 MHz. Under 0.15 µs rise time. $53.95 (kit).

Lafayette Model 99H5014 - Sine/square-wave generator. Sine wave: 20 Hz to 240,000 Hz; square wave: 60 Hz to 30,000 Hz. $359.95.

Amphenol Model 880 - Combination Tester - Seven test instruments are combined here: sine- and square-wave generator, FM multiplex generator, r.f. sweep generator, with 10.7 MHz marker, IM distortion analyzer (SMPTE standard), a.c. VTVM, and an impedance bridge. $329.95.

WOW & FLUTTER METERS

Amplifier Corp. of America Model 590-A - Lowest readable flutter 0.01%. Test frequency: 3 kHz. $495.00.

EICO Model 902 - IM/harmonic distortion meter and a.c. VTVM. IM distortion measurement uses kHz for high frequency and filtered line-frequency signal for low frequency. Harmonic distortion frequency range, 20 to kHz. Full-scale accuracy. $250.00 (wired only).

Measurements Model 31 - IM distortion meter. Incorporates test signal generator, analyzer, voltmeter and power supply. 3000 Hz for high frequency, 60 Hz for low frequency. LF/HF voltage ratio: fixed 4/1. Accuracy: ±10% full scale. $240.00.

EICO Model 378 - Audio generator. 1 Hz to 110 kHz. Under 0.01% distortion, 20 Hz to 2 kHz. Metered output voltage. Switch-selectable outputs. $59.95 (kit); $79.95 (assembled).

Heathkit Model IM-12 - Harmonic distortion meter. Measures as low as 1% full scale, ±3% full-scale accuracy, 20 to 20 kHz frequency range. $60.00 (kit); $115.00 (wired).

DISTORTION METERS

Gotham Audio Models ME-101, ME-102 - Solid-state lowest readable flutter: ME-101, ±0.02%; ME-102, ±0.01% (to 2.5% and 0.75% full-scale measuring range tolerance, respectively). Test frequency: 3150 Hz. Calibrating provisions. CCIR and DIN standards. ME-101, $375.00; ME-102, $395.00.

Amplifier Corp. of America Model 590-A - Lowest readable flutter 0.01%. Test frequency: 3 kHz. $495.00.

D.C. Amplifier Corp. of America Model 590-A - Lowest readable flutter 0.01%. Test frequency: 3 kHz. $495.00.

MISCELLANEOUS

Gotham Audio Model EMT 160 Polarity Tester - For determining polarity of microphones, loudspeakers, cables or complete channels. Uses acoustic pulse sender. Indicators show polarity by means of green or red light. $345.00.

Amplifier Corp. of America Model 590-A - Lowest readable flutter 0.01%. Test frequency: 3 kHz. $495.00.

EICO Model 902 - IM/harmonic distortion meter and a.c. VTVM. IM distortion measurement uses kHz for high frequency and filtered line-frequency signal for low frequency. Harmonic distortion frequency range, 20 to kHz. Full-scale accuracy. $250.00 (wired only).

Measurements Model 31 - IM distortion meter. Incorporates test signal generator, analyzer, voltmeter and power supply. 3000 Hz for high frequency, 60 Hz for low frequency. LF/HF voltage ratio: fixed 4/1. Accuracy: ±10% full scale. $240.00.

EICO Model 378 - Audio generator. 1 Hz to 110 kHz. Under 0.01% distortion, 20 Hz to 2 kHz. Metered output voltage. Switch-selectable outputs. $59.95 (kit); $79.95 (assembled).

Heathkit Model IM-12 - Harmonic distortion meter. Measures as low as 1% full scale, ±3% full-scale accuracy, 20 to 20 kHz frequency range. $60.00 (kit); $115.00 (wired).

Heathkit Model 1G-82 - Sine/square wave. 20 Hz to 1 MHz. Under 0.15 µs rise time. $53.95 (kit).

RCA Model WA-504A - Sine/square wave. 20 Hz to 200,000 Hz. Under 1-µs rise time. $95.00.

Knight Model K-687 - Sweep/marker generator. 3 Hz to 220 Hz with crystal marker. Up to 18 MHz wide sweep. Independent agc bias supplies. Kit: $120; Assembled: $185.

Heathkit Model 1G-82 - Sine/square wave. 20 Hz to 1 MHz. Under 0.15 µs rise time. $53.95 (kit).

Lafayette Model 99H5014 - Sine/square-wave generator. Sine wave: 20 Hz to 240,000 Hz; square wave: 60 Hz to 30,000 Hz. $359.95.

Amphenol Model 880 - Combination Tester - Seven test instruments are combined here: sine- and square-wave generator, FM multiplex generator, r.f. sweep generator, with 10.7 MHz marker, IM distortion analyzer (SMPTE standard), a.c. VTVM, and an impedance bridge. $329.95.
Fisher Model 200-T Stereo FM Receiver

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS—(FM TUNER SECTION) Usable Sensitivity (IHF): 2.0 μV. Harmonic Distortion (400 Hz, 100% Mod.): 0.5%. Signal-to-Noise Ratio: 65 dB. Alternate Channel Selectivity: 40 dB. Spurious Response Rejection: 90 dB. Image Frequency Rejection: 60 dB. I.F. Frequency Rejection: 90 dB. FM Stereo Separation at 1 kHz: greater than 35 dB. Capture Ratio (IHF): 2.5 dB.

(AMPLIFIER SECTION) Total Music Power (IHF): 50 watts (8 ohms). Total Harmonic Distortion @ 1 kHz: 0.8%. IM Distortion: 1%. Power Bandwidth (8 ohms): 22 to 30,000 Hz. Hum & Noise: Volume (at min.): — 80 dB; Phono low (6 mV ref.): — 55 dB. Frequency Response (Aux.): 25 to 20,000 Hz +2 dB. Bass Control Range @ 50 Hz): 17 dB. Treble Control Range @ 50 kHz): 16 dB. Subsonic Filter: 3 dB/ octave below 20 Hz. Dimensions: 15¼ in. W x 4-13/16 in. H x 11¼ in. D. Weight: 22 lbs. Price: $299.95. (Optional walnut cabinet, $24.95.)

Fisher Radio's Model 200-T, a moderately priced ($299.95) receiver, offers a measure of flexibility often associated with more costly units. As shown in Fig. 1, major controls located along the lower half of the front panel include the usual selector switch (four position), a ganged bass control as well as a ganged treble control, a balance control and the volume control which, in its counter-clockwise position, turns off power to the receiver. There are, in addition, four "rocker" switches on this part of the panel as well as a stereo headphone jack at lower left.

The upper portion of the panel contains the very precisely calibrated dial scale, expanded to about six in. from 88 MHz to 108 MHz. There is also a complementing "logging scale" numbered from 0 to 100 for those people who just can't memorize their favorite station's actual frequency in megahertz. Overall calibration was found to be extremely accurate from one end of the band to the other. A peak reading tuning meter and the familiar stereo indicator light are also located under the softly illuminated dial glass. While we generally take exception to "peak reading" tuning meters, in this case the meter proves to be effective as a center-of-channel type. The least detuning away from center-of-channel causes a decrease in the maximum reading. Insofar as its usefulness as a signal-strength meter however, its exponential action is such that all signals in excess of about 50 μV cause almost full-scale deflection.

To the left of the dial scale is a speaker selector switch, enabling the listener to select main, remote or both sets of speakers, as well as an "off" position that would be used to disconnect all speaker systems while listening to stereo headphones, if desired. At the upper right of the panel is the tuning knob.

The rear connection panel is illustrated in Fig. 2. Pairs of input jacks are provided for magnetic phono, low-level and high-level auxiliary sources, and tape recorder output and monitor inputs. The magnetic phono input is associated with a slide switch which varies magnetic input sensitivity, thus accommodating a greater range of magnetic cartridges than might otherwise be possible. There was no evidence of input overload or incompatibility of levels between phono and internal FM or FM Stereo gain. At the left are located the speaker terminal strips, the line fuse, and an auxiliary power receptacle. Speaker terminals are rather closely spaced. Therefore, we would recommend using spade lugs to ensure that frayed ends of speaker lead wires do not cause shorts.

Unlike many manufacturers who provide a "local" and "distant" antenna connection scheme by "padding" or attenuating the input signal resistively, the Fisher 200-T provides a "Local FM" position on the main selector switch for use when a very strong station causes interference with a desired, weaker station. This switch position alters the r.f. gain electronically, varying the gain of the first FET stage in the front end. This approach strikes us as a preferred one, since impedance match between antenna and input is always maintained.

Figure 3 shows the Model 200-T receiver's internal construction. In addition to the fully sealed front end, which employs two FET's and a 2N5888 local oscillator, there are six printed circuit...
THE SHURE UNIDYNE IV is the newest and premier member of the famed Unidyne family of true cardioid dynamic microphones which have pickup symmetrical about microphone axis at all frequencies... in all planes. The Unidyne IV is so rugged that it can withstand a Karate chop. Reinforced, cushioned cartridge withstands severe impacts and vibrations... the diaphragm can take the full force of a leather-lunged Karate yell! Trouble-free Cannon-type connector. Exceptionally easy to service in the field. The strongest, most durable Unidyne yet! Send for all the facts: Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60204.

Available in two models; Model 548 (hand-held), at $100.00 list; Model 548S (with On-Off switch and swivel connector for stand use), at $105.00 list.
modules. The output transistors themselves are, of course, separately mounted on the rear of the chassis to provide adequate heat-sinking.

**Measurements**

Fisher specifications have long been noted for their conservatism, and the 200-T does not upset this tradition. IHF sensitivity was measured as 2.0 µV, as claimed by the manufacturer. Harmonic distortion on FM was a very low 0.3% at full modulation, bettering the 0.5% claimed. Ultimate signal-to-noise exceeded manufacturer's claims by fully 5 dB, measuring 70 dB. No evidence of spurious responses was observed during listening tests at any point on the dial. Capture ratio corresponded nicely to the 2.5 dB claimed, while stereo separation (see Fig. 4) exceeded claims at 1 kHz, measuring 38 dB on both channels. Figure 5 tells the story about limiting and FM quieting characteristics.

As for amplifier power output, we reached rated total harmonic distortion (THD) at an output (per channel) of 21.8 watts as against the 20 watts claimed for 8-ohm load operation. At 20 watts (rated output), distortion was a mere 0.5%. THD and IM distortion curves are shown in Fig. 6. Power bandwidth is plotted in Fig. 7 and is seen to correspond very nearly with the manufacturer's specifications. All hum and noise figures exceeded published claims by anywhere from 3 dB (volume at minimum) to 8 dB ("Phono Low," with 6 mV reference).

Bass and treble control range, while not great (see Fig. 8), were certainly adequate for the moderate amounts of compensation that the average music listener might want.

As for frequency response, the design philosophy of the 200-T was obviously that of the school which believes that response should not extend much beyond the 20 and 20,000 Hz limits. This accounts for the somewhat more rounded square-wave response shown in Fig. 9 (at 10 kHz). Nevertheless, transient response is noted to be excellent, as there is no evidence of overshoot or "ringing" at either 100 or 10,000 Hz application of square-wave signals.

When we tried measuring the action of FM, with the muting circuit "in," it was realized that here was a really unique muting circuit. Not a trace of added distortion was detected with the introduction of "muting." The "threshold point" is absolute—either the signal is muted (below about 10 µV), or it comes "popping" in, fully listenable and free of distortion. Few, if any, muting circuits we have seen have performed so flawlessly.

This remarkable muting circuit was even more effective under actual listening tests. When "in-circuit," the mute maintains silence until the desired station is almost tuned in to the center of the channel. Then sound comes in, with no noticeable crash or transition—it is suddenly just there. Furthermore, we didn't sacrifice too many stations with the circuit in. In a close-to-New York location, 38 usable stations were received without muting; 36 with the muting "in." No less than 14 stations...
were received in stereo FM, with muting either "in" or "out." One of these was marginal, and now and again the "Stereo-Beacon" would go on and off, but there was no accompanying "switching noise" associated with this periodic transition, simply a return to and from mono reception.

Sound quality on both FM and recordings was quite "transparent." The amplifier was able to handle the many percussive and wide dynamic musical passages to which it was subjected (for example, "Pictures At An Exhibition," Mussorgsky-Ravel, London Tape LCK-80054).

In view of a "modest" damping factor (around 10), this raised the old question as to how much importance damping factor really is in relation to transient response. It should be noted, too, that low-efficiency type speaker systems were used and yet there was more than adequate volume in an average-size living room (around 15 by 20 ft.). As one audio wag put it years ago, "What this country needs is not more powerful amplifiers but an honest amplifier that can produce its rated output down to 20 cycles." (He said this before "cycle" was converted to "hertz"). The Fisher 200-T certainly fills that need and then some. If it lacks separate tone controls for each channel, consider that its ganged controls are tracked perfectly down to −50 dB (within 2 dB). If it doesn't have switchable hi- and lo-cut filters, consider how rarely these features are really used. If input level adjustments are absent it does take the trouble to provide alternate inputs (high and low) for both phono cartridges and auxiliary sources.

All in all, Fisher Radio's specifications for the Model 200-T FM stereo receiver tell it like it is. And though the receiver is not laden with various controls, it offers more than sufficient operating versatility for music lovers who are not enamoured with ultra control flexibility.
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**KLH Model Twelve Speaker System**

**MANUFACTURER'S DESCRIPTION:** Type: Three-way, four-speaker system. Speaker Complement: One 12" woofer, two small-cone mid-range drivers, one 1¾" tweeter. Crossover Freq.: Nominally 600 & 2500 Hz. Controls: Four three-position switches. Housing: Floor-standing cabinet, oiled walnut. Dimensions: 29" H x 22½" W x 15" D. Price: $275.00.

The Model Twelve speaker system, which at $275 is the most expensive unit in the KLH line of moving-coil systems, belies the small-enclosure image of acoustic-suspension speakers. The "Twelve" is a floor-standing unit as contrasted to the familiar bookshelf-sized systems which often employ the acoustic-suspension principle.

As readers know, until the adoption of acoustic-suspension designs, an enclosure had to be large in size to produce deep-bass frequencies. Acoustic-suspension speaker systems changed all that by making it possible to reproduce very low frequencies in a small enclosure. However, proponents of this type of system have long insisted that the principle of design does not necessarily require that a unit be small in size.

The Model Twelve's walnut console houses four direct-radiator, cone-type speakers. The woofer, designed to handle frequencies below 600 Hz, is a longthrow acoustic-suspension design with heavy cone and magnet assemblies. It works into four cubic feet of space. The manufacturer's intent here is to extend low-frequency coverage while retaining the acoustic-suspension principle of operation, which replaces conventional mechanical springiness of the speaker's outer suspension with spring action of the air trapped within a sealed enclosure. The two three-in. mid-range units operate in their own acoustic suspension sub-enclosures. These are the same speakers as wide-range units used in some of KLH's compact music systems. With the Model Twelve, they cover the range of frequencies between 600 and 2500 Hz. A 1¾-in. tweeter covers the range above 2500 Hz.

The unique feature of the Model Twelve is its frequency-contour control. This box, 12-in. x 9-in. x 2½-in., can be attached to the back of the speaker with self-contained "Velero" (a hook and pile fastener), or it can be positioned remotely at the listening station. It has four 3-position selector-type switches, is finished in walnut just like the speaker, and contains circuitry for frequency shaping is well as for the speaker system's crossover network. The power amplifier's output is connected to the box. Either of two lengths of color-coded 4-conductor wire supplied are used to connect the control box to the speaker system. One length is short, mounted to the rear of the speaker, the other length, about 40 ft., is used if the unit is placed at a remote location. Each switch controls the specific range of frequencies described earlier. In center positions the speaker system is flat. In up positions, we found that about a 3-dB boost in the center of the specific frequency range is accomplished. In the down positions, a 3-dB cut can be effected. We liked the flexibility afforded by the contour control—especially when used at the listening place. Since its controls are

Fig. 1—KLH Twelve, including frequency contour control.

Fig. 2—The KLH Twelve's contour control box, showing crossover, filter and attenuator components. The hefty attenuator resistor in the bass range (lower left) only became Luke warm while listening to music at high levels.
AKG K-60 600-ohm Stereo Headphones


A number of months ago we commented on a pair of low-impedance phones with the suggestion that certain requirements of use demand a higher impedance—such as for monitoring a tape recording, or for professional monitor applications. And here we have one, with an impedance of 600 ohms, more than enough output for any listening use, and comfort achieved by two elements—light weight and foam-filled cushions.

Measurement of headphones is at best a difficult operation, particularly when the 6-cm³ standard coupler does not simulate the actual ear cavity above 600 Hz or thereabout. We have measured phones with 2-cm³ couplers with fairly acceptable results in the range above 1000 Hz, but with somewhat erratic results in the range below that. And now we know why.

According to the descriptive literature, which accompanies the K-60 phones, the 6-cm³ coupler which is standard for phones does not truly represent the impedance of the ear cavity, and reliable measurements can only be made by using a probe microphone with a probe diameter of only 1/16 in. This probe is inserted into the cavity while the phones are worn, and with such a measuring method it is claimed that results comparable to subjective tests can be reduced to objectivity.

The results of AKG's studies in this area has led to the development of its phone/ear "system," which provides what they call a "humanized" listening experience. In effect, the AKG phones do not shut out external sounds completely; some room sounds are transmitted through the ear shells. As a consequence, you might say that AKG's approach is contrary to what other headphone manufacturers have followed.

Evaluating the merits and demerits of a headphone set is a very subjective task, to say the least. Measurements do not indicate what is heard very accurately, of course. About the only virtue in making measurements is to prove what the response is likely to be above our upper hearing limit (which admitted doesn't go much beyond 14,000 Hz).

Listening to stereo music with the AKG phones provides what is rather more like normal listening to stereo loudspeakers. Thus, these phones present a more familiar sensation than others.

Even with the slight noise leak, however, low to middle frequencies were fine, deep bass was clearly present. High-frequency response appeared good, too, though at high-listening levels some harshness was evident. But good highs in this situation are the Achilles Heel of most headphones.

The result is a pair of phones which fill the need for a high quality unit combined with sufficient comfort in wearing that they may be left on the head and ears for hours with no discomfort. And all this at a price of $39.50, which is somewhat under most other high-quality phones in the high-impedance range.
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Fig. 1—North American Philips' AKG Model K-60 headphones.

Fig. 2—Measured and subjective frequency-response curve

Fig. 3—Tone-burst traces of KLH Twelve speaker system at 300 Hz (left) and 5 kHz stepped rather than continuous, settings may be precisely duplicated. Additionally, the controls provide greater flexibility, over a limited range, than most amplifiers' tone controls can.

Providing listeners with limited frequency-shaping facilities presumes that source material or some other part of the system (including the room) is not perfectly flat and, therefore, can use correction. This is a valid approach. The balance on certain records and tapes was improved, for instance, by adjusting the controls.

In testing the Model Twelve system (with controls set flat) we measured a smooth and wide frequency response between limits of 30 and 18,000 Hz. The bass is truly solid, starting to roll off slowly below 60 Hz. Driven very hard at 100 Hz, the speaker exhibited a remarkably low 5% harmonic distortion, and doubling in this extreme circumstance could be induced only below 50 Hz. High-frequency dispersion was excellent, with slight boaming above 13 kHz. Efficiency is low, though somewhat higher than KLH's Models Four and Six, and we recommend using an amplifier rated at least 30 watts rms/ channel for use at loud listening levels in moderate-size rooms.

In listening to the speaker for weeks, we noted a full, open sound throughout the audio range. There were no significant peaks or dips in the response, and the resulting sound was smooth and natural. No doubt about it, the KLH Twelve rates high among systems in its price class and even above.
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How to build a better tape recorder.

ServoControl Motor. Automatically corrects for speed variations and maintains precise timing accuracy. Vari-speed feature of motor can be adjusted up or down to match musical pitch of tape playback to any piano!

Noise Suppresser Switch. Special filter eliminates undesirable hiss that may exist on older recorded tapes. Filter does not affect the quality of sound reproduction!

Scrape Flutter Filter. Special precision idler mechanism located between erase and record/playback heads eliminates tape modulation distortion. This feature formerly found only on professional studio equipment!

ESP Automatic Tape Reverse. A special sensing head indicates the absence of any recorded signal at the end of a tape and automatically reverses the tape direction within ten seconds!

Non-Magnetizing Heads. Head magnetization buildup—the most common cause of tape hiss—has been eliminated by an exclusive Sony circuit, preventing any transient surge of bias current to the heads!

Instant Tape Threading. Retractable pinch rollers permit simple one-hand threading. Other features: Four-track Stereophonic and Monophonic recording and playback. Also records in reverse direction. Three speeds. Two VU meters. Stereo Headphone Jack. And more!

Sony Model 560D. Priced under $349.50. For your free copy of our latest tape recorder catalog, please write to Mr. Phillips, Sony/Superscope, Inc., 8142 Vineland Avenue, Sun Valley, California 91352.

You never heard it so good.

www.americanradiohistory.com
Heathkit "Band Box"
Model TOA-67-1

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS--

Electronic organ enthusiasts, especially those who are more interested in the Theatre Organ than the classical types, invariably want a "Mighty Wurlitzer" sound from their instruments. The Wurlitzer was, of course, a pipe organ, with the various possibilities that are inherent with a wind instrument, and more specifically, with an instrument which has every one of its tones individually created and tuned separately (and painfully) pipe by pipe.

One of the important advantages of the Wurlitzer always was the ubiquitous "toy box," which usually included a number of sounds which cannot be obtained from an organ pipe, such as drums, wood blocks, castanets, and cymbals. The toy box also contained a number of other voices which were created by pneumatic action converted into mechanical action by a bellows-like device, and such instruments as xylophone, orchestra bells, glockenspiel, and so on could be produced.

Most electronic organs are not equipped with circuitry which will permit the creation of these sounds, although some of the latest models are and can simulate the theatre organ quite successfully.

The Thomas-by-Heathkit organs are among the ones not so equipped, but the new Band Box may be added to them to provide ten voices in the "toy-box" category. These voices are: crash cymbal, brush cymbal, bass drum, snare drum, snare drum roll, two different bongos, block, clave, and castanet. Any one or more of these voices may be produced by one of three ways—by a push-button on the control panel, by the action of a pedal, or by the action of a key on one of the manuals of the organ.

Designed originally for use with the Thomas or Thomas-by-Heathkit organs, we can see no reason why this unit could not be applied with equal success to any other electronic organ to provide the desired effect.

Circuitry

The Band Box is assembled in three printed circuit boards—the power supply and trigger circuit board, the Cymbal voicing circuit board, and the Drum voicing circuit board. Control is vested in a Control Head, which contains the tab switches, voice pushbuttons, and the volume control for the Band Box output which permits its level to be adjusted in suitable proportion to the normal organ voices. The arrangement of the circuitry is shown here in a block schematic.

The power supply and trigger circuit board provides a regulated 15-V. d.c. supply to the entire unit, and also accommodates a pedal-down detector and a key-down detector. These convert the impulses from the pedals or from the lower manual into signals suitable for actuating the circuits of the other two circuit boards. The outputs of the two detectors are fed to the control head where they are routed to either the pedal bus or the keyboard bus, or to the "duo" position, in which case the voices are actuated by both pedal and keyboard. Provision is made for the pedal-down detector to be actuated by either a d.c. or an a.c. signal. This is to accommodate certain types of Thomas organs which are provided with "pedal sustain" and which use the d.c. signal, as contrasted to the models which do not have pedal sustain, and which are actuated by an a.c. signal. In addition to the ten rocker switches in the control head which select the desired voice(s), push buttons permit creating any voice without association with either pedal or manual keys. The action of the control head is to feed a +15-V. signal to the cymbal and drum boards to originate the desired voice.

The cymbal board has a brush-cymbal driver, which consists of two transistors that convert the keying signal to a pulse which is amplified and fed to one input of the noise generator, and thus furnishes the correct noise signal to the audio output bus. Formant circuits cause the noise for the brush cymbal to be centered around 8000 Hz, giving the desired "sizzle" to the voice. The crash cymbal is similarly resonated at around 2500 Hz, and the pulse timing is longer so as to provide the sound of a crash cymbal.

To produce the snare-drum voice, two signals are required—the "strike" tone, and noise—and these two signals are combined. The roll for the snare drum is provided by a multivibrator functioning at about 15 Hz which actuates both the strike-tone oscillator and the noise generator to furnish a snare drum roll which is most realistic.

The drum board consists of a number of similar phase-shift oscillators which

---

Fig. 1 (top)—The 'chassis' of the Band Box. Three panels are used, but the one at the right is factory assembled and adjusted for the proper characteristics. The user assembles the remaining two, connects the cable which feeds the a.c. power in and carries all control and output signals.

Fig. 2—The Band Box control panel which is designed to mount in the Thomas-by-Heathkit organ. Electrical connections are by means of slip-on clips.

Fig. 3—Block diagram of the organ Band Box described in the text.

---
are pulsed to provide signals for the bass drum, block, bongo I, bongo II, clave, and castanet—the latter being repetitive so that the sound continues as long as the key or pushbutton is held down. The repetitive pulsing is provided by another multivibrator which functions at about the same frequency as the snare-roll multivibrator—and the latter is adjustable so that the two may be set to the same frequency.

With one exception, all Band Box voices may be played simultaneously. This exception results from the two modes for the snare drum. Since both basic sounds are provided by the same circuit, the keying is so arranged that the snare-drum tab will override the drum-roll tab, so both are not heard at once.

One further additional component is the power transformer which supplies 20 V. to the bridge rectifier, and which is external to the rest of the assembly. One master harness interconnects the electronic chassis—all three of which are mounted in a wooden frame—with the control head and with the organ circuits for key and pedal signals, and to feed the audio output into the organ amplifiers. This harness is provided with two cable receptacles, one of which connects to the power transformer, and the other to the organ circuits. When completed, the electronic section is shielded by a foil-covered corrugated cardboard cover, which effectively eliminates external a.c. fields and coupling from other organ circuits, as well as protecting it physically from possible damage.

Construction

There is really not very much construction required to put this unit into operation. One of the three circuit boards (the drum board) is factory assembled and "tuned" for the proper voices, so there are only two circuit boards to be assembled. The control head is also factory assembled, and the master harness is equipped with clips which slip into slots on the circuit board which is the principal circuitry of the control head.

The three circuit boards in the electronic section are mounted in a wooden frame which accommodates them and provides a solid mounting. The cable harness is fitted with push-on clips which attach to pins on the three circuit boards. Actually, one is ready to install it in the organ within about 8 hours of unpacking the kit (the manufacturer's manual states "... 4 to 6 hours).

Considering the fact that there are 27 transistors in the Band Box, it is a tribute to the designers that the entire electronic assembly, including the wood frame, is only 5 in. wide, 1½ in. high, and 20¼ in. long, while the control head measures 4½ x 7½ x 2 in. In the Thomas-by-Heathkit organ, the control head mounts to the right of the lower manual on the cheekblock. A cutout is already provided, and it is only necessary to cut through a thin layer of wood paneling to accommodate the control head, which clamps into place. The electronic assembly mounts on the rear of the accompaniment shelf support rail in a horizontal position.

Thorough and complete instructions are given in the kit manual for installation in the Heathkit "Paramount" organ, model TO-67. If the Band Box is to be installed in any of the "GD" series—GD-232, 232B, 325, or 983—it will be necessary to obtain the Band Box drawer and slides, Model TOA-67-2, which permits mounting the Band Box control head on the console below the lower manual. This kit is available at a cost of $35.00.

Performance

The addition of a Band Box to the Thomas-by-Heathkit (or any of the Thomas) models gives the player the additional advantage of voices which are not otherwise provided, and makes it possible to add some color to his music. All of the voices are convincing, and in various combinations will add new excitement to organ playing.

Again, while intended for use with the Thomas organs, we can see no reason why the Band Box could not be adapted to practically any other organ. One only needs to find a suitable keying signal to make it work, and especially in the case of kit models, it should be simple enough to find a source for these signals.

Check No. 42 on Reader Service Card
Plastic Acoustical Ceiling

An adjustable plastic ceiling that can be “tuned” to give a desired acoustical effect is a feature of the multi-million-dollar Fine Arts auditorium recently completed at Calvin College, Grand Rapids, Mich.

The movable ceiling consists of 104 pieces of black Kydex acrylic-PVC sheet, each measuring 3 ft. by 3 ft., giving a total sound reflecting surface of 936 ft. The panels, which are 3/16 in. thick, have cylindrical-shaped edges which snap over a framework of light aluminum conduit piping.

This acoustical ceiling hangs 10 ft. below the conventional roof and is 20 ft. above the auditorium floor. About 40 per cent of the tunable ceiling is situated directly above the stage area. The remainder covers the

Office Machines

TRAINING TIME for office machines repairmen has been reduced as much as 48 percent by a new audio tape-teaching system now being used by the National Training Center of Remington Office Machines Division, Sperry Rand Corporation. According to the company, time saved by using this method goes as high as 52 percent and expenses have been reduced about 30 percent.

The system, which combines taped instruction with books and drawings, is used for training new employees of the firm’s dealers and its own Customer Engineers, as well as implementing other training programs.

The taped course, which under

“live” instruction required 26 weeks, is now completed in from 12 to 16 weeks without any appreciable change in average standings. With several months of taped instruction behind him, a sampling of the records of 13 trainees under each of the systems, the former classroom program and the present audio tape methods, revealed that those trained on Remington’s Model 104 Printing Calculator with traditional classroom methods had required an average of eight weeks to learn how to repair it. Their final scores averaged 91.2. Those trained by taped instructions learned the same lessons in an average of three weeks and scored 91.1 on their finals. Furthermore, it was pointed out, it cost $17,000 less to train the 13 men with tape than it did to train the other 13 men in the ordinary classroom.

Where instructors formerly stood before a class to demonstrate the repair procedures, there is now a series of six rooms containing 10 individual cubicles each. In these cubicles, students learn by listening to the tapes, doing as the taped voice directs them to do, and comparing notes with manuals and drawings. At the student’s right is a drawer containing the tape recorder on which he runs the instructional tapes. At his left is a drawer containing his training manual and tools. The desk space in front of him carries the machine—a typewriter, adding machine, calculator or cash register—which he is learning to repair.

The student listens to the taped lecture with an ear-set, avoiding distracting sounds, and watches his manual to observe the appropriate illustrations while the lecture is being given. As soon as he understands the mechanical function which is discussed on the tape, he selects the proper tool and works on that part of the machine. Progress is entirely at the individual’s own pace—fast or slow.

One-and-a-half mil Mylar tapes are used throughout the system. With a recording speed of 3 3/4 inches per second, the Training Center uses 1,200 foot reels, giving two hours of lecture narration. Tests are recorded on three inch reels. Tapes, made in the Training Center’s own recording studio, are produced from a master recording of the narrator’s lecture. Presently, the Center has a library of some 150 recorded master tapes, covering instructions for repair of 10 of the company’s products.

---

Fig. 1—Adjustable plastic ceiling (installation design by Bolt Beranek & Newman Inc., New York City) can be raised or lowered to achieve desired acoustical effect.

Fig. 1—Audio tape-teaching system reduces training time for office machine repairmen.
The 34th AES Convention

Nearly everybody who is anybody in the professional audio industry turned out for the 34th AES Convention held at the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel April 29 to May 2. President Leo Beranek and Convention Chairman Don Davis should be pleased with the papers program, the exhibits, and the attendance.

It is becoming evident that the Society may soon have to run two parallel papers programs, since the 79 papers presented occupied morning, afternoon, and evening of each day except Wednesday, when the evening program was pre-empted by the Banquet. Phil T. Hanna, political writer for the L.A. Herald-Examiner, was the principal speaker. His subject was how to analyze political candidates in their bids for office. The Banquet was also the occasion for the presentation of fellowships to C. Paul Boner and Carl S. Nelson, and a Citation to Marvin R. Headrick, who was Exhibits Manager for the Convention.

The exhibit areas—because of the layout of the hotel there were two spaces divided into booths, and four separate rooms were utilized—were busy constantly, so that one wondered who was left to attend the papers sessions, while at the papers sessions, one wondered who could be visiting the exhibits.

In Electro-Voice’s room, Lou Burroughs offered a two-hour discussion on the use of microphones on three separate mornings. Dolby Laboratories demonstrated in another room, and Ampex in a third, while Harman-Kardon showed its commercial sound line in a fourth. Gauss Electrophysics displayed its 240-ips tape transport with a flat bin for the 1-in. tape used in mass duplication. Gotham was represented by its line of Neumann and EMT equipment; B & K Instruments showed a full-range third-octave sound analyzer for adjustment of auditoriums. Altec Lansing made available three studios at Century City to show its Acousta-Voice principle in actual operation to prove that it really works. Practically every exhibitor who was in New York last fall was represented in L.A., along with a few new contenders.

The papers given at the eleven sessions were listed in the April issue of Audio, and preprints are available on most of them. For information about them, write the Audio Engineering Society, 60 East 42nd St., Room 428, New York, N.Y. 10017.
Renaissance to Bach

Music of the Renaissance and Baroque for Brass Quintet. (G. Gabrieli, Pezel, Isaac, Scheidt, Finck, Tielman Susato, Dowland, Anon.) American Brass Quintet. Folkways FM 33652 stereo

Amazing how professionals can immerse themselves in their own business, ignoring the outside world so close to them. Here is a superb American brass group, flawless in technique and ensemble, powerful, dead-accurate, ready to blow the roof off or trip along as light as air. Fabulous.

But what one hears, in this recording, is not "What interesting music!" but "Boy, just listen to us play—a we good!"). And they are. But the composers come off second-best. The notes they wrote on paper are simply grist for the brass mill, something with which to show off technique. One detects very little interest in these different masters—if only in that they all sound alike. They weren't.

Nor did they write for this sort of modern brass, nor this snazzy modern style of playing, accurate but also arbitrarily high-powered (for no good reasons) and remarkably indifferent to melodic shaping and rhythmic phrasing.

Stereo recording, though my copy was mono. Rather dry acoustics, excellent tonal quality. Extensive booklet annotations—at least here the composers are differentiated!

Performance: B— Sound: B+

Harry Partch: And on the Seventh Day Petals Fell in Petaluma. Gate 5 Ensemble, under direction of the composer. Composers Recordings CRI 213 USD stereo ($5.95)

Whoopee! (Well, Partch is of that generation...) Some sounds here.

Harry Partch, father of Virgil Partch, has been making music of the spheres, far-out and take-it-away, for as long as I can remember. He is maybe the last of the old Individualists in music, following after Ives and Ruggles and Varèse (an adopted American) and such. This is the current Partch operation and, clearly, after these many years, he hasn't finished work yet. Tape technique? He's taken it on in one fell swoop.

The Partch specialty is unique: he builds his own exotic instruments, gives them astro-space-type names, then makes music for them. He is as much of a visual artist, a kind of instrument sculptor, as he is a musician—perhaps even more so, if I may hazard an opinion. His things are beautiful to look at and marvels of craftsmanship. His music is all exotic tone color but not (to my ear) really very radical in terms of musical construction. All sorts of delicate jangles, tinklings, gongings, thumps, clanks, zongs—gorgeous sound, gorgeous tone color.

Yet, things being what they are today. I say all this with large grains of salt in my typewriter. As our interests change, so do the values put on "musical" sounds. Partch would seem to be coming straight into style in the happening and mixed-media age. He couldn't very well be more "now" than he is now, unless maybe tomorrow.

This large in progress piece (I gather it isn’t quite total yet) presents us with 34 "verses" of music, each short segment a different combo of exotic sounds. Verse 1 is for Zymo-Xyl and Crychord (I told you he uses astro-space names). Verse 2 for Surrogate Kithara and Bass Marimba. Verse 3 for Harmonic Canon I and Blue Rainbow. There are gourd trees and cone gongs and a Quadrangularis Rerver-

sum, not to mention something called a Spools of War, a Castor & Pollux (twins—get it?) and a Gubagubi.

After 23 verses are played off, Mr. Partch doubles up via tape. The verses are played simultaneously in pairs, dubbed together, and eventually in triplets. How those engineers sweated! They did a good job. And so we get to Verse 34, which combines Verses 21, 22 and 23 for a grand finale.

Mr. Partch is 67 and has a fine, oriental, pointed, white beard. Might think, listening here, that he was all of 18. But no 18-year-old would have the persistence to carry through this monumental super-Californian extravaganza! Buy it, buy it, and enjoy (Composers Recordings, 170 West 74th St., New York, N. Y. 10023).

Performance: A— Sound: B+

Virgil Fox in Concert. (Bach, Gigout, Reger). Command CC 11040 SD stereo ($5.79)

It’s all in your point of view. If you like a huge "old fashioned" (i.e., recent-modern) organ and lots of big-organ sound, here it is, and especially in the whopping bass. Rattle your hind teeth all right.

If you like Bach played as Bach ought to be played on the organ, and if you tend to dislike any sort of musical shop talk—that is, music the experts play for each other to show how good they are—then you’ll walk away from this one, hi fi or no.

I played only the Bach—enough for me. This organ is wholly unsuitable for Bach. That is a very minor sin, and many good organists can get away with it convincingly, as good pianists do playing Bach on their unsuitable instrument. But this Bach is just hideously unmusical, a worse sin. Hard, pounding, the inner rhythms banked away relentless and without a trace of phrasing, not even in reasonable time, the registration crude and ugly. That’s how it hit me.

Of course, Reger is hardly an organist’s shop-talk composer, though he can be dreadfully complex and lengthy in a late-Romantic way. I didn’t try him, nor Gigout, a student of Saint-Saëns who wrote 500 pieces for the organ. Perhaps Reger and Gigout will fill your hi-fi bill to perfection—you can always try.

Performance: C—— Sound: B+
The Ultimate Ives

It is becoming more and more clear why Charles Ives, after fifty years of obscurity, is suddenly popular. It is not because he is any easier to listen to (like Beethoven's, his music will never be mood music). It demands attention and it grabs at your ears with the roughest sort of impact. Nor is the Ives renaissance a matter of style, coming back into fashion. Far from it! The sound of Ives is more and more old fashioned, in spite of all the dissonance. He is very much of his time, the first two decades of the century, and the further we move away, the more unmistakably is he an out-and-out post-Romantic. Eccentric, to be sure.

What really gets us about Ives, now, is the extraordinary musical philosophy behind his work and, of course, its results in sonic terms. It was a viewpoint that until very recently was just plain incomprehensible to musicians and the lay public alike. What it amounts to—we now see—is a deliberate use of controlled chance, the interaction of totally disparate elements that are not supposed to "relate" in the usual artistic sense, nor resolve themselves into unity. They simply are.

This is much easier to hear—boy, is it!—than to describe. Ives will play an old-fashioned gospel hymn in one key and deliberately throw a violently swearing accompaniment at it in another key. It is the opposition, the existence of two strong elements at once, that interests him. Or he will set two, three, or even more independent "pieces" all going at the same time, deliberately unrelated, or rather, chance-oriented; often the resultant is never the same in any two performances.

It is this throwing-together of forces that, like the potent clash of particle against particle in nuclear physics, produces the sonic "events" which make the Ives music move in such a dynamic fashion.

There's a splendid new Vanguard Cardinal recording out of the four Ives Symphonies which tells the whole story for you in the most dramatic terms you can imagine. Three records of integrated Ives, six long sides, and what a super-hi-fi sonic blast, Dolby-ized for the most sensational dynamic range of the century! An exhausting experience to play all the way through this album, to put it mildly, but also an exciting and therefore enjoyable one, no matter how hard Ives lambastes your ears.

The four Symphonies, brought together here for the first time, range over Ives' creative life. The Second and Third, eccentric as they are in the characteristic Ives ways, are already moderately familiar. The First is a characteristicstudent piece if I ever heard one, all brashness and overconfidence, much too long for its tortuous overweight and full of conventionalities (as of the 1890s), treated with impetuous brilliance and—alas—banality. Everybody who was anybody at the time gets in—Brahms, Berlioz, Saint-Saëns, César Franck, Wagner—with enthusiastic non-discrimination. What else, from a budding student with a big gift?

As for the Fourth, it carries the Ives Philosophy to the ultimate stage. (Maybe that's why he went no further, over many later years of a long life.) An enormous work, it calls for two orchestras (one back stage), a chorus, organ, three pianos (one of them solo), a percussion group (also offstage)—and a plurality of conductors to hold things more or less together. (This performance was managed with only one man at the helm, thanks to a revised set of directions worked out by Gunther Schuller.) For the most part, these elements are independent and often set against each other, with deliberate intent to "overwhelm"—Ives' own word. Totally different, even to different time values and purely chance interactions. There is no resolution—there isn't supposed to be. But through the five long movements the poly-clashings and the contactings, both violent and gentle, are always exciting.

Harold Farberman is a totally dedicated Ives conductor and already a specialist in that difficult area. His persuasive enthusiasm—which shows to fine advantage in the very personal notes he has written for the album—has obviously carried the British performers with it. There isn't a trace of that skepticism which mars so many Ives performances, nor of that too-precious snobbery that also goes with many of Ives' modern appearances—not that the old man himself would have stood it for a moment. The New Philharmonia Orchestra has been conquered; it plays with the utmost seriousness and interest.

As for the recording, put it this way: never did a recording engineer have such a problem, nor such a challenge. The results here are fantastic. A marvelous presence and balance, combining clear separation of the numerous elements with a realistic sense of the whole space, plus the all-important feeling of largeness, of big-as-life impact. And listen to the low-level passages! The last movement of the Fourth opens with total silence, plus a few tiny, half-audible scratchings and scrapings, cymbals touched barely—as though the orchestra had been commanded into total silence but hadn't quite managed it. Then listen to the big climaxes and follow them down to pianissimo, down further, down, down—it is an experience I have never heard before on records. There's even one faint British bus to be heard. It must have been half-a-mile away.

Harold Farberman, Vanguard Cardinal VCS 10032/3/4 (3) stereo ($10.50)

Performance: A— Sound: A
Pops Magic

The Pops Goes Latin: Boston Pops Orchestra/Arthur Fiedler. RCA Victor LM/LSC-2988 ($5.79)

This collection of tropically-flavored music proves once again what an incredibly versatile orchestra the Boston Pops is! The venerable Arthur Fiedler leads his men through a half-dozen Richard Hayman arrangements of bossa-nova tunes and Herb Alpert specialties with the skilled assurance of one who is an old hand at this sort of thing; the orchestra responds with ease to the often tricky rhythms and syncopations.

Four of the six selections were written by Americans: “Tijuana Taxi”; “A Taste of Honey”; “Spanish Flea”; and Hayman’s own “Dansero” (my own personal favorite). The remaining two, from Brazil, are Luis Bonfá’s lovely “Carnival Morning” from the film “Black Orpheus,” and Jobim’s “Desafinado.” Jack Mason’s arrangement of the latter includes a beautiful trumpet solo, played with limpid sensuousness by Roger Voisin.

The second side is given over to Morton Gould’s “Latin-American Symphonette.” This deservedly popular work, inspired by dance rhythms from Cuba and Argentina, has been well-represented on records. First recorded for Victor in the early Forties by José Iturbi and the Rochester Philharmonic, there have been subsequent LP versions by Howard Hanson, Felix Slatkin, Maurice Abravanel and Gould. Fiedler enjoys the best sound of all, and his performance is rivaled only by the composer’s (also on Victor).

The Dynagroove reproduction is excellent throughout, capturing every timbre of the wide variety of percussion instruments employed here. One sour note: an unmatchable version of Falla’s “Ritual Fire Dance” (used as the second side filler) impresses me as a particularly unimaginative and inappropriate choice for inclusion in a collection of light music by American and Latin-American composers.

America’s Favorites—Kate Smith, vocalist, with the Boston Pops Orchestra/Arthur Fiedler. RCA Victor LM/LSC-2991 ($5.79)

Kate Smith is here accorded the unique distinction of being the first singer to appear on discs with Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops, since the Orchestra made its recording debut nearly 33 years ago. This mating is an altogether fitting one, above and beyond its commercial considerations. I can think of no two performing artists who have contributed more nobly or more consistently to the cause of good light music in America, over a period of almost four decades, midst the changing tastes and styles in the popular idiom.

Miss Smith’s singing has lost amazingly little of its admirable qualities. Her voice, now with a noticeably darker coloration and less security in the upper register, is still a rich and powerful instrument. Every word of every lyric is delivered, as always, with crystalline clarity; an example most of our pop and legitimate singers could well profit from.

The program provides a generous dose of old-fashioned nostalgia (a tonic which we all can use a good swig of, now and again) showcased in lovely arrangements by versatile and always-reliable Richard Hayman. The songs include such Broadway oldies as “Kiss Me Again”; “April in Paris” and “Strange Music”; while Hollywood is represented by “Be My Love” and “All the Way.” Among the standards, there’s “Brazila” and “When Day Is Done”; and from the light concert repertoire, we have “Danny Boy”; “Because” and “For You Alone.” All of these chestnuts are sung with impeccable musicianship by Kate Smith, with Arthur Fiedler providing sensitive and considerate accompaniments. Combined with RCA’s top-notch engineering, this disc is an eloquent testimonial to the talents of two ever-bright beacon in the world of popular music.

Performance: A Sound: A

Billion Dollar Brain (Soundtrack): Orchestra conducted by Marcus Dods. United Artists UAL-4174/UAS-5174 ($5.79)

Richard Rodney Bennett, the composer with the three first names and the dual (musical) personality, has become increasingly familiar to American audiences of late. One of the more prominent of England’s younger generation of composers, Bennett writes in a conservative serial style for the concert hall, while composing tonal background scores for the cinema. Recently, New Yorkers heard the world premiere of his Second Symphony, under Leonard Bernstein; and witnessed the first American performance of his opera, “The Mines of Sulphur.”

Bennett’s music for “Far from the Madding Crowd” was the first of his because of his extra-curricular activities with a certain young lady. A busy-body buddy intervenes, by attempting to prove that the mistress is unfaithful, in the hope that friend philanderer will see the error of his ways.

Fortunately, Legrand’s score is a winner and reminds us that his is one of the freshest and most original minds in popular music today. The score for HTSAMARYL is punctuated with typical Legrand touches: felicitous and unusual scoring and orchestration that is economical and wonderfully transparent.

Mack David’s lyric for the main theme, “Winds of Change,” is sung behind the opening credits of the film by the Ray Conniff Singers and reprised during the end title, with the chorus used instrumentally. The theme is heard again in the breezy Overture, then as a straight instrumental, and finally, in a jazz version. And that, friends, is the way to get the most mileage for your money.

A much lovelier tune, “The Sunny-side,” arranged as a dialogue between piano and harp, is heard only once. There is also the “Punch and Judy Waltz,” with a sly wink at Stravinsky; and a piece called “Thinking Voices,” featuring flutes and piccolo chattering over muted strings—both grand Legrand.

Although labeled an original soundtrack recording, the liner notes point out that the themes and motifs are recorded in a fuller development than the fragmentary form in which they occur on the soundtrack. The statement is true, and all to the good for home listening purposes. The reproduction is excellent: clear and full with a natural stereo spread.

Performance: A Sound: A

Sound Tracks

How to Save a Marriage and Ruin Your Life (Soundtrack): composed & conducted by Michel Legrand. Columbia OS-3140, stereo only ($5.79)

After more than forty scores for European films, including “The Umbrellas of Cherbourg” and “The Young Girls of Rochefort,” Michel Legrand makes his bow as a Hollywood composer with the music for “How to Save a Marriage and Ruin Your Life.” The movie’s slim plot revolves around a man whose marriage is headed for the rocks
film scores ever to be recorded. It was released on M-G-M in December of last year. Now, in quite a different mood, we have his score for "Billion Dollar Brain," the movie version of Len Deighton's entertaining, but far-fetched novel about an electronic monster with delusions of grandeur.

The music is somewhat dissonant at times, but always highly-effective and nicely-varied. Electronic effects are used with restraint to create an appropriately eerie atmosphere. The title theme is excellent, as is a romantic little piece called "Anya." Also enjoyable is the "Ambush" sequence—an amusing bit of pomposity in the Russian manner.

As is necessarily the case with most original soundtrack recordings, the listener is subjected to track after track of music that fades out in mid-air. Without the visual aid of the film, this makes no sense whatever as a purely aural experience, and actually under mines the composer's efforts. For home consumption, it would be so much more enjoyable if these scores could be arranged into suites or condensations. Perhaps then, recordings of movie music would sell better and wouldn't go out of print so quickly. The stereo quality is good, but the recording lacks reverberance.

**Performance:** B+  **Sound:** B

---

**Jazz, etc.**

**BERTRAM STANLEIGH**

The Total J. J. Johnson
RCA Victor Stereo LSP-3833 ($4.79)

Trombonist J. J. Johnson provides a swinging disc consisting of nine of his own compositions. They are performed by a batch of top studio musicians, including: Benny Powell, Tony Studd, Paul Faulese, Art Farmer, Snooky Young, Phil Bodner, Hank Jones, Ron Carter, and Grady Tate. Clean recording and nicely balanced stereo add much to the atmosphere of this fine set.

**Performance:** A  **Sound:** A

---

**Reissues**

Fats Waller: Smashing Thirds. RCA Victor LPV-550

A four collection of Waller high jinks. This group includes his famous 12-inch version of "Honeysuckle Rose" as well as his take off on "Boo Hoo." Three of these numbers date from 1929, the balance were all cut in 1937.

**Performance:** A  **Sound:** A (for a reissue)

(Continued on following page)

---

**THE DOLBY A301 AUDIO NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM**

**Making the Master Recordings of the Future**

Already in use in eighteen countries, the Dolby system is making master recordings which will withstand the test of time.

The system provides a full 10 dB reduction of print-through and a 10-15 dB reduction of hiss. These improvements, of breakthrough magnitude, are valid at any time—even after years of tape storage. This is why record companies with an eye to the future are now adopting this new revolutionary recording technique.

**A301 features:** Easy, plug-in installation - solid state circuitry - modular, printed circuit construction - high reliability, hands-off operation. Performance parameters such as distortion, frequency response, transient response, and noise level meet highest quality professional standards.

Price $1,960 f.o.b. New York.

**NEW** optional half-speed adaptor modules for premium quality tape to disc transfers.

**NEW** Remote Changeover option cuts costs, enables one A301 unit to do the work of two.

333 Avenue of the Americas - New York - N.Y. 10014  
(212) 245-2525. - Cables: Dolbylabs New York
Jazz, etc. (continued)

The Original Dixieland Jazz Band, RCA Victor Mono LPV-547

This is the group that started it all, or at least that drew New York's attention to what had previously been called ragtime. Not only are the original versions of Livery Stable, Tiger Rag, and Clarinet Marmalade included, but 1936 remakes by the re-organized band are also here. Rudi Blesh, who confesses to having heard the group at Reisenweber's in 1917, contributes an exceptionally fine set of notes.

Performance: A  Sound: C

Rock, etc.

Van Dyke Parks: Song Cycle. Warner Bros. Stereo WS 1727 ($4.79)

An ambitious, musically attractive attempt to blend folk-rock and pop-rock with advanced tape effects, this unique disc employs an orchestra and chorus of approximately fifty. Composer-singer Parks has written most of the material himself, and it has both message and style. What keeps this experiment from being a real success is the strong over-emphasis of multitrack tape gimmickry and a too-distant, low-presence sound quality.

Performance: A  Sound: C

Hair. RCA Victor Stereo LSO-1143 ($5.79)

An original cast recording of what is described as "an American tribal love-rock musical," Hair turns out to be a rather deft bit of musical comedy with a few hippy allusions. Under its bells, beads, flowers, incense, and strange attire, there beats the heart of a Broadway box office. Maybe, as the liner says, the story renounces "the harsh compulsions and competitiveness of the establishment," but in its conventional music making, this is a very commendable product of commercial theatre.

Performance: B  Sound: B

Butterfield Blues Band: The Resurrection of Pigboy Crabshaw. Elektra Stereo EKS 74015 ($5.79)

A soaring, wailing, rocking triumph that is not only the finest achievement of the Butterfield Band on records, it is also one of the most successful and rewarding synthesis of the blues and rock media. Not for an instant does this disc fail to get its message across. Sound is just as exciting as the content.

Performance: A  Sound: A

Recorded Tapes

BERT WHYTE

Schonberg: Verklarte Nacht (Opus 4). Scriabin: The Poem of Ecstasy. Zubin Mehta cond. the Los Angeles Philharmonic. London/Ampex 1CL80202, open-reel 4 tr. stereo, 7 1/2 ips ($7.95)

Zubin Mehta is one of London Records' most important conductors these days, and his desire to record with his own Los Angeles Philharmonic is probably the reason they made the long, arduous and expensive journey from foggy London to smoggy Los Angeles. Such an undertaking is almost without precedent. As one who has made recordings in this country and in London, I can assure you that at the very least, it is twice as expensive to record in the States as it is in the "tight little isle."

Have the results justified all the trouble and expense? London made four recordings in Los Angeles and on the evidence of the three that I have heard, I can cast an affirmative vote... with some reservations. These reservations are confined mainly to Mehta's readings of "Petrouchka" and the "Tchaikovsky 4th Symphony." There is little to fault in this altogether splendid taping of Verklarte Nacht and the Poem of Ecstasy.

Mehta's way with the Schönberg work is utterly convincing. A very cohesive performance, yet quite passionate and intense. Mehta elicits some splendid sonorities from his magnificent strings. The first violins are particularly lush and smooth in tone and they play with great precision. Particularly, the Los Angeles Philharmonic has the most highly valued string instruments of any orchestra in the world, including four Stradivarius, one of which is a cello. Good as the "Verklarte Nacht" is, it is the Scriabin work which is the prize on this tape. On the basis of this performance alone, Mehta and the Los Angeles orchestra are clearly established as an outstanding, top-rank team.

Scriabin was something of a mystic and the psychedelic nut of his day. If I remember correctly, he employed devices like a "color organ" to project colored flashing lights and even used various scents so that the audience would "participate" in the "totality of realism" during performances of his Poem of Fire. Scriabin ascribed all sorts of quasi-mystical significance to his Poem of Ecstasy. In spite of all this mumbo-jumbo, he has given us a highly interesting and exciting work.

Mehta is in his element here, giving us an eloquent performance; sensuous, tremendously intense. He builds slowly, commanding his forces with great authority, lingering a little on detail, but never overly fuzzy. His climaxes are enormous and piled on one another until the final shattering outpouring of sound in the long-held C major chord, which ends the work.

The overall sound quality is very good. The frequency range is wide; great dynamic range. Lateral directionality was fairly pronounced, but a good central channel fill restored the proper balance. Acoustic perspective is one of spaciousness, but not as much as I suspect the London engineers would have preferred. With medium-close miking, the presence is very good with nice definition. Here again, strings are outstanding in their smoothness, and the first strings play with positively searing intensity in the great climaxes. Superb playing and impressive sound from the French horns. The important trumpet solo is played in virtuoso fashion, but I would have liked more projection and a brighter, more brazen sound. For those who have the speaker systems and the power to do it justice, there is a bass drum with a really low 30 to 35 Hz response and an impact of awesome proportions.

Most of the sound is very clean, with just a smidgen of overload on one climax. Hisss was moderate, but more than I expected with the EX-Plus processing and the possibility the master was made with the Dolby A-301. Crosstalk was almost non-existent, but there was some "pre" and "post" print-through apparent. There are some occasional low-frequency "thuds," which I suspect may be maestro Mehta stomping his foot for emphasis. Play this music at a big room-filling level and you will have a sonic feast of huge proportions.

8 Tracker

Without Her: Jack Jones. RCA Victor PB51289, Stereo 8-Tr. cartridge ($6.95)

This is Jack Jones' first recording for RCA after his fabulously successful tenure at Kapp Records. Here transferred to an 8-track cartridge, this album gives further evidence of Jack Jones' continuing development as one of the top male vocalists on the pop scene. The purity of his voice is a joy to hear, his facile phrasing in the league with Sinatra, his control most impressive.

Although he has been doing more of the "swinging," up-beat type of song than formerly, his forte was and is the romantic ballad. Jack imbues this kind
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of song with a warmth and intimacy of projection that has a remarkable effect on the female. I've observed. This is further enhanced by the usually excellent recording afforded Jack, and this album is no exception.

His program on this cartridge is the usual mixed bag of old and new tunes. Jack essays such standards as "Isn't It Romantic," "I Can't Get Started" and "For All We Know," and such recent items as "The Look Of Love," "Without Her" and "Live For Life." On this latter tune he accompanies himself by an effective overdub.

As noted, the technical quality is excellent. The voice is well-centered in the phantom center channel and has beautiful projection. The vocal/orchestral balance is nigh perfect with just the right amount of reverber that affords good presence and lots of warmth. As played in my home at a room-filling level, the hiss was quite moderate, there was virtually no crosstalk (you see...it can be done with a separate bias supply on the 4 pairs of stereo tracks and scrupulous quality control) and there was a slight amount of print-through. With the ambient noise in my car, even this moderate conglomerate of noise could not be heard. This one is a winner!

Open Reel, 3\( \frac{3}{4} \) ips

Nancy Wilson: Welcome To My Love (arranged and conducted by Oliver Nelson. Capitol Y1T2844, 4 tr:-3\( \frac{3}{4} \) ips open reel ($4.95)

Nancy Wilson has a good voice, true and steady, and unlike many of today's female vocalists she knows how to use it effectively without recourse to excessive "gimmickry." Her phrasing is particularly good and well disciplined. Most of all she knows how to put over a song with the right kind of emotional involvement, whether it is a ballad or a "swinger." The program she sings on this tape is attractive and well balanced. It includes items such as the title song "Welcome To My Love," "Angel Eyes," "It Never Entered My Mind," "For Once In My Life," and the ubiquitous "Ode To Billy Joe."

Technically, the recording is quite good, with the voice well-placed in the center phantom channel, good lateral directivity; vocal/orchestral balance could have been slightly improved, as at times the voice lacks projection and is covered. The moderately heavy reverb doesn't blunt the definition of the orchestra and presence is good. Tape hiss, crosstalk and print-through were all pleasingly low in level. For Nancy Wilson admirers, an enjoyable addition to their library.

One-finger exercise for the music lover

Just a light touch and all the pleasures of the 50H are yours

The gentlest touch of a pushbutton is all that is needed to put the Miracord 50H into automatic play: single records, once over or continuously, or stacks of up to 30 in automatic sequence. Or you can ignore the push buttons and play single records manually by simply placing the arm on the record. That's how easy it is to operate and enjoy the Miracord 50H. Other features include: Papst hysteresis synchronous motor, leadscrew adjustment of stylus overhang; cueing facilities; anti-skate compensation and direct dialing stylus force adjustment to as low as 1/2 gram. Less cartridge and base, $149.50. Visit your high fidelity dealer and see a complete line of Miracords starting at $89.50. Benjamin Electronic Sound Corp., Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735

Check No. 50 on Reader Service Card

NEW WATTS BOOK IS HERE!

PROFESSIONAL METHODS FOR RECORD CARE AND USE — The tremendous potential of today's advanced record playing equipment — more sensitive tonearms, higher compliance cartridges, elliptical stylus, reduced tracking forces — all require more sophisticated methods of maintenance. If you've read the basic Cecil E. Watts book and/or your equipment is the finest and the undistorted sound of music is important to you, this long awaited book is "must" reading. Price: 50c

H ow TO CLEAN, MAINTAIN AND PROTECT RECORDS by Cecil E. Watts — The basic book on record care, this has been a guideline for thousands on the essential care of every record collection. Subject matter includes a discussion of dust, static, static behavior, handling records, how to use record changers properly, and how to rejuvenate records. Excellent as a starter course in record care or, with the book above, an "insurance policy" for all the records you'll ever own. Price: 25c

Get your copy at any hi-fi dealer, or mail coupon to order direct.

ELPA MARKETING INDUSTRIES, INC.
New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040

Dear Sirs:
Please send the following book(s) on record care
☐ Professional Methods for Record Care and Use. Price: 50c
☐ How to Clean, Maintain and Protect Records. Price: 25c

Enclosed is:

Name:
Address:
City/State/Zip:

Please do not send stamps. No C.O.D.'s
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ABZs of FM

LEONARD FELDMAN

R.F. Front Ends Go “Solid State”

It is sad but true that early attempts at r.f. front-end transistorization resulted in performance that was measurably inferior to tube designs displaced. While I do not wish to belabor the industry’s over-enthusiasm in rushing into solid-state front-end designs, a brief discussion of why these first designs fell short of the mark will help in understanding some vital FM r.f. design considerations.

There are several things that an r.f. stage is expected to do, in terms of overall FM performance. For one, it is expected to establish a suitably low noise figure. Since the r.f. incoming signal is at its lowest level at the input to this critical first stage, it is this first r.f. stage which ultimately determines overall noise figure. Another characteristic expected of an r.f. stage is satisfactory selectivity. In general, the r.f. stage will be tuned (either “double tuned” at input and output, or single tuned at output) to provide as much selectivity as possible without restricting necessary channel bandwidth. An r.f. stage may be expected to encounter signal input levels ranging from a few microvolts to a volt or more. In other words, a dynamic range approaching one million! If the stage is to handle this range without overload, some means must be provided to vary the gain of the active device, be it tube, Nuvistor, transistor, or FET (Field Effect Transistor). Such variation, as mentioned earlier, is accomplished by means of an Automatic-gain-control (A.g.c.) voltage. Finally, a good r.f. stage should produce a minimum of spurious responses of its own and be subject to a minimum of interference brought about by certain combinations of multiple frequencies related to but not identified with the desired signal frequency.

With all of the above in mind, let us examine a “typical” early r.f. stage attempting to use high-frequency germanium transistors for an r.f. amplifying circuit. The circuit is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The first big problem here is that in the common base configuration, input impedance of a bi-polar germanium transistor is quite low. If the input is pre-tuned with a parallel tank circuit, one of two detrimental things will happen: 1) If we just slap the tank circuit across the input, it will “load it down,” reducing circuit “Q” and selectivity; 2) If we compensate for the basic impedance mismatch, and “tup down” on the tank circuit, we will be “tapping down” on the signal voltage, or reducing gain capability.

To make matters worse, a.g.c., while present in the circuit of Fig. 1, is limited in its action by the gain-changing characteristics of the typical bi-polar transistor. These devices were limited in dynamic range and, therefore, could be subjected to overload even in the presence of carefully worked out a.g.c. schemes.

With operating points established along the non-linear characteristics of the transistor (to enable gain control), several forms of spurious response were often present. The two most important spurious responses that plagued early transistorized front-end designs were cross-modulation and intermodulation distortions. Cross-modulation distortion can occur when a receiver is tuned to a small, wanted signal (Ew), while a large, unwanted signal (Eu) causes interference. With poor selectivity, the large signal is usually within the range of selectivity of the r.f. stage.

Figure 2 shows the wanted and unwanted signals as inputs to the r.f. amplifier. Ex consists of carrier frequency f0 and modulation frequency fm; Eu consists of carrier frequency f0 and modulating frequency fm. When Eu is very large with respect to Ex, an actual transfer of modulation, m, from f0 to f1, is accomplished because of the non-linear input of the r.f. amplifier stage. The output waveform contains f0 + m, + m instead of the desired f1 + m only.

Intermodulation distortion occurs when two or more frequencies, related in a particular way (so far as frequency only is concerned) are applied to the non-linear transfer characteristic of such an r.f. amplifier. The resultant frequencies present after the intermodulation process must be related harmonically to the center frequency of the tuner and the local oscillator frequency to produce a measurable amount of i.f. frequency or its sub-harmonics; or the resultant frequencies must be sub-harmonically related to the i.f. frequency.

Fig. 1—Typical FM r.f. stage employing an ordinary bipolar PNP transistor.

Fig. 2—The amplified signal at (A) may contain the desired carrier plus modulation of both desired and undesired carriers if a strong unwanted signal is close in frequency to a weak, wanted signal. Elements of both may appear at (B) if the FM receiver has poor AM rejection and/or poor i.f. limiting.
When we speak of non-linearity of the input characteristic of early r.f. transistors, we must quickly add that this non-linearity enabled the control of gain so vital in preventing severe overload and allowing for the dynamic range necessary in an FM r.f. stage. Non-linearity, by itself, is not a bad thing, providing the non-linearity follows the curve of a square-law device. Such a device, in effect, will produce second harmonic distortion in its output, but practically no third- or higher-order harmonics. In the case of inter-modulation distortion, second-harmonic distortion corresponds to first order (or sum and difference) intermodulation products. Thus, if one signal is 103 MHz and the other is 104 MHz, the sum will be 207 MHz and the difference will be 1 MHz. Neither of these products is anywhere near the selective range of the mixer or i.f. stages which follows. Consequently there is no problem. Still, gain control is made possible because of the non-linear characteristic still present.

The up-to-date circuit of Fig. 3 illustrates the use of a field-effect transistor (FET) in the critical r.f. stage. This device fills the "square law" requirement, and does a lot more, too. Unlike the bi-polar transistor, the input impedance at the "gate" element is very high—higher, in fact, than was the grid input impedance of the old triode vacuum tube. (Incidentally, the elements of the FET are called "gate," "drain" and "source." The "gate" is the controlling element, similar in function to the grid of a vacuum tube. Sometimes the "drain" and "source," equivalent to a tube's plate and cathode, may be physically interchanged with no difference in performance of the device. Many forms of FET are appearing on the market, and it is beyond the scope of this series to detail differences between the various types.)

This high input impedance enables us to resort to classical high-impedance resonant circuit coupling at the input, improving selectivity while at the same time permitting full, useful gain of the device to be realized. The improved selectivity, coupled with the square-law action of the FET's, has resulted in cross-modulation rejection of nearly 100 dB! Such superior rejection exceeds rejection figures typical of tube circuits, which generally ran about 80 or 85 dB. Certainly, it surpasses anything that was possible with conventional bi-polar transistors, where typical cross-modulation figures ran 60 to 70 dB!

You may recall that we spoke of equivalent thermal noise in early tube or transistor stages of an FM receiver (Audio, March 1967, p. 26). The equivalent noise resistance is, in effect, a fictitious resistor connected in series with the input of the r.f. amplifier. This equivalent resistance determines ultimate "noise figure" of the front end. In the case of a typical triode, the equivalent noise resistance (simplified from a more complex formula) boils down to 2.5/G_m, where G_m is the transconductance of the tube. Thus, a triode having a G_m of 8,000 micromhos would have an "equivalent noise resistance" of approximately 310 ohms. The 2.5 figure comes about because a triode operates at a temperature which is about 2.5 times as high as room temperature, when both are expressed in absolute degrees (Kelvin Scale). In absolute degrees, room temperature is about 300°, whereas tube operation is at about 760° (K). The ratio of the two is, therefore, 2.5.

Since a transistor (and that includes an FET) operates at just about room temperature, the equivalent noise resistance becomes 1/G_m, rather than 2.5/G_m, so that an FET having a transconductance of 8000 micromhos would represent an equivalent noise resistance of only about 125 ohms, and the lower the equivalent noise resistance, the better the noise figure!  

![Fig. 3—A modern r.f. amplifier design using an FET device. Note circuit's similarity to that of a "triode" amplifier.](image)
EXOTIC SPEAKERS  
(Continued from page 24)

trical field or magnetic field, the ion will be forced to move. Therefore, an audio signal applied to an electrode or a coil near a cloud of ions will vibrate the whole cloud back and forth —producing sound!

There are great difficulties, though, in getting a broad cloud of ions into the air: in most known schemes it takes extremely high voltages. The difficulties of ionic design are reduced by ionizing a tiny volume of air in a small cylinder. In early designs a strong radio-frequency current was applied to an electrode to heat it to a point where ions bubble off into the air. Adding audio signals to the ionizing current agitates air particles, causing compression and rarefaction of air to produce sound waves.

These expansions and contractions are fed out one end of the little cylinder into a horn. Without the horn, the sound waves coming out the end of the cylinder could not push much of the air in the room. The horn "couples" the cylinder to the outside air with a high degree of efficiency.

This type speaker has been marketed as a tweeter only. The sound quality is said to be very pure. But there's a fly or two in the ointment. The need for a radio-frequency amplifier which is supplied with the speaker is disquieting, to say the least. Also, the quartz tube "wears out" and must be replaced after a time.

Also in the no-diaphragm category are "flame" loudspeakers (see "Audio ETC," Audio, May 1968). There are a few types—all in the experimental stage—that use a torch's flame. One problem here is that bass frequencies cannot be reproduced unless the flame is very large. Other problems for home use are obvious.

This sends us right back to the moving coil speaker for reasonable cost, complete variety of size and appearance, and trouble-free speaker systems, not to mention excellent performance. If you want to sacrifice some of these considerations to possibly improve the last one, however, an "exotic" speaker system is available to you.

Authors Update Articles


I wish to correct the circuit drawing for the article I wrote that appeared in May. While the Motorola rectifier specified is a packaged unit and the diode configuration shown will confuse very few people, the rectifier has polarity markings which could cause experimenters with little experience to run into trouble. The rectifier polarities should be used as shown here.—John R. Kissinger, Chicago, Ill.

(Reader George E. Chamberlain, State College, Miss., observes that better protection for output transistors can be effected if the circuit was modified as follows: Using a normally-open relay instead of a normally-closed one, parallel the relay switch contacts across the speaker instead of placing it in series (as shown) so that the switch contacts are open during normal operation. Insert a high-wattage, low-value resistor (say, equivalent to the speaker's impedance) in series with the contact so that when the relay is activated, closing the circuit, the resistor acts as an additional load on the amplifier. Speaker volume would drop when the relay operates, warning the user that volume should be reduced or the amplifier should be shut off.)


In the last paragraph of my article, a warning is given not to use the converted Heathkit analyzer with solid-state amplifiers in which speaker ground is not chassis ground.

This type of amplifier is gaining popularity because the speaker is included in a feedback loop, thereby tending to stabilize speaker impedance throughout its frequency range. A simplified output circuit of such an ampli-

The price of this sound idea:  
Stereo Model: $229.50  
Mono Model: $149.50  
with a unique extended warranty  
May we send you a brochure?

THE MICROSOND COMPANY  
Box 4591 L  
Colorado Springs, Colo. 80909  
Check No. 54 on Reader Service Card
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fier is shown here. Note that there are two feedback loops. Typically, R is a very small resistor—perhaps 0.15 ohms—so when a purely resistive test load is used, the speaker feedback loop contributes only about 1/4 to 1 dB feedback, compared to the 15 dB or more furnished by the voltage feedback loop.

This being the case, the grounds of analyzer inputs #1 and #2 may be connected directly to the amplifier chassis instead of the common terminal provided by the manufacturer. Of course, the speaker feedback loop is then inoperative, increasing both gain and distortion, but the changes are so slight as to be hardly measurable—William B. Fraser, San Francisco, Calif.

fier in such a way that this type of wiring still may be accomplished.

Because of this problem, you will need to isolate one amplifier channel from the other, and this is done by a one-to-one isolation transformer for each channel. The impedance of the transformer will be equal to that of the power amplifier. These transformers will not need to handle much power. It is possible to connect a voltage divider on each channel, with the primary of the isolation transformer connected to its mid-tap. This is shown in Fig. 4. The purpose of this divider network is to reduce the voltage which can be fed into the phones. This reduces background hiss. The likelihood of damage to the phones as a result of being over-driven is minimized. Further, there is less of a chance that your own ears can be damaged by excessive sound levels.

Inside the headphone junction box, you will need a pad for each set of phones, a jack for each set of phones, and all necessary wiring. I hope that you can locate ganged "T" pads. Remember that your phones are stereo, so that one normal "T" pad will be satisfactory for one channel only. By a ganged pad, I refer to one which is actually two pads which are adjusted by a common shaft. Each pad controls the headphone fed from each channel. If you are unable to locate such pads, you may find it wise to improvise a mechanical arrangement whereby the shafts of two, separate "T" pads may be rotated simultaneously.

The inputs for all pads for a given channel are paralleled and their outputs are connected to the phone jacks in the manner indicated in the instructions found with each pad.

There is so much power available from an amplifier that we do not need to be concerned about impedance matching.

If you do not wish to construct your own headphone junction box, there are some commercially available units. I have not investigated to see whether or not they might contain all of the features that you wish to have.

---

Fig. 4—Voltage divider and isolation transformer.
Switchcraft ends the mix-up over Sound Mixers

Confused as to what a sound mixer should do for your sound system? Or wondered why some mixers cost only a few dollars while others run into the hundreds?

Get all the facts from Report 30TR direct from Switchcraft's Research Dept. Find out why you should have a pre-amp mixer... why equalization for magnetic phono cartridges is a must... the advantages of a stereo/monaural mixer, plus many other searching questions that will help you decide on the equipment that's best for your sound system.

The report is free. So is a look at Switchcraft's Studio Mix MASTER 4-channel, stereo/monaural sound mixer at your local dealer.

MIXER SPECIFICATIONS:
* Portable, battery powered, with completely solid state circuitry.
* Four channels, accepts 1 to 4 monaural inputs or up to 2 stereo inputs. Separate volume control per channel plus master volume control.
* Two channels equalized for monaural or stereo magnetic phono cartridges. Auxiliary inputs for high level input signals.
* Distortion 1.5% max. at 1.5 v. output. Frequency response 50Hz to 20kHz. Signal to noise ratio 60 db referred to 1 mV. input. Up to 2 v. R.M.S. output.

GET AN INDEPENDENT PERFORMANCE REPORT ON SWITCHCRAFT’S MIX MASTER PUBLISHED BY AUDIO MAGAZINE. WE’LL GLADLY SEND IT ALONG WITH OUR REPORT 30TR.
FOR SALE

AMPEX PR10-2 stereo recorders (2) in complete custom recording system. Altec compressor, McIntosh amps., Ampex mixers, Grampian/Gotham cutting system, mikes, earphones & E.V. & EMI speaker systems. Complete flexibility. MUST SELL...J. Bernard, 189 Main St., Hempstead, L. I., N. Y. 11550.

ARTISAN ORGAN. 2-Manual, 32 Pedal, 40 Stops, Perf. cond. $3750 complete with bells and sound system. Robert Eby, Box 1731, Newport Beach, Calif. 92663.

CHET ATKINS: Read the fascinating story of "Mr. Guitar." Rush Today! $2.98 pdp. Stephenson, 3600 Hillsboro—C5, Nashville, Tennessee, 37215.


TAPE RECORDER SALE. Brand new nationally advertised brands, $10 above cost. Amazing discounts on stereo components. Arky Electronics, 1028 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Mass. 02215.


ORTOFON Cartridges SPU/T, SPET/. Never Unpacked. One each only. (Will take $45 for Both.) 1—only GRADO LAIL ARM, like new, very little use. $7. 1—only MODEL 275 McIntosh Amplifier, like new, $300. J. A. D., 3635 Parkway Blvd., Allentown, Pa.


AMPEX PR10-2 RECORDERS (2) in complete two track recording system built by Grumann Engineers. McIntosh, Altec Compressors, Custom switching panel, etc. Sold only as complete system. J. Bernard, 189 Main St., Hempstead, N. Y. 11550.

KLIPSCHORN, Tannoy, Altec, Rectilinear AR, Inc., Whirledale, Dynaco, Sherwood, Kenwood, Teac, Uher, Garrard, Benjamini, Superior Sound, 621 S. Main St., N., Syracuse, N. Y. 13212.


ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, Dynaco, Koss, Shure specialists; free listing. Stereo Component Systems, 95 Vassar St., Cambridge, Mass. 02134.

COMPLETE AUDIO, HIGH FIDELITY, HI-FI/Stereo, TAPE RECORDING or will contribute for T/L. Box ALB-1 AUDIO.

SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, lowest prices. Tape Center, Box 4305, Washington, D. C. 20012.

EQUIPMENT WANTED

MAGNECORN P-75 record or play head mount needed. Please state mounting method. Reply to: Richard Mc Cleary, 4534 Blount Ave., Jacksonville, Florida 32210.


REBEL IV Speaker cabinet by Cabinart. F. W. Scholl, Box 193, Lancaster, Ohio 43130.

KLIPSCH selected SAHF, $16; Ampex 601, $190; RCA 44BX mke, $39; Marantz preamp 7, $110; Scott 121 preamp (mono), $65. Tom Groom, 324 N. Spring, Murfreesboro, Tenn.

HELP WANTED

EXPERIENCED Hi-Fi, HAM, CB salesmen wanted. J. S. Draper, Lafayette Electronics, All Cape Shoppers Bazaar, Rt. 132, Hyannis, Mass. 02601.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

MANUFACTURER sought for patented, revolutionary tone-arm design. Box ALB-2.

THE BIG ONE IS COMING!

AUDIO's 1968-69 Annual August Equipment Directory

A most important issue for you because:

- You'll get the inside story on the new stereo models
- It's arranged for easy comparisons of specifications
- It's an authoritative year-long buying guide

LOOK FOR THE BIG ONE—AUDIO'S AUGUST ISSUE

(Includes regular features & departments)

Bogen's new RX200 120-watt FM/AM receiver.

You buy a receiver for its sound. Which is why, at every stage in the RX200 receiver's design, we listened to it. Through speakers of every size, shape, price and quality. In our factory and in our homes. Until we were absolutely happy with its sound. Because its distortion is low: only 0.8% at full 120 watt output, only 0.2% at 110 watts or less. And its sound is clean and crisp at every frequency from 10 to 35,000 Hz. We're equally proud of its performance as a tuner. Our FET front end gives the RX200 excellent sensitivity (2.0 microvolts on FM, 75 microvolts per meter on AM), yet still has 80 db of cross-modulation rejection. Naturally, we've used Bogen's all-silicon modular design, and included push-button function selection and inter-station muting. And when our chief engineer took the RX200 home for a final listening test, his wife was happy, too. "I like it," she said. "But I haven't plugged it in yet," he answered. "I know. But it's so beautiful." The RX200 AM/FM stereo receiver, 120 watts. Only $369.95. At your Bogen dealer. Dept. 15-3-7
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HOW
A KLIPSCHORN
REVEALS THE TRUTH-
THE WHOLE TRUTH-
NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH.

The reproduction of true sound is the sole purpose of a Klipschorn loudspeaker. You'll like the sounds you hear from a Klipschorn only if you like the sounds that were recorded. It has no sound of its own. If you're looking for exaggerated bass, sensational treble, or dramatic "hi-fi" effects, don't depend on your sound reproducing system, tell the recording artists. Strictly speaking, there is no such thing as "high fidelity;" only "fidelity" or "infidelity." Our speakers are designed and built for but one purpose—fidelity. They're built in Hope, Arkansas, under the personal supervision of Paul W. Klipsch by a small group of dedicated craftsmen. They're sold by dealers who are concerned that you get a system with fidelity.

KLIPSCH & ASSOCIATES
BOX 280 A-7
HOPE, ARKANSAS 71801

Please send me the whole truth about the KLIPSCHORN loudspeaker system. Also include the name of my nearest Klipsch authorized audio expert.

Name
Address
City
State
Zip
Occupation
Age
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WE OWN THE SHARPEST PENCILS IN TOWN!

YOU SAVE MORE ON HI-FI!

COMPONENTS & TAPE RECORDERS

- We invite your test of our "We Will Not Be Undersold Policy." 
- 15 day money-back guarantee
- 2-yr. unconditional guarantee parts & labor no charge, all local warranty station or factory
- We accept Diner's Club charges
- Trade-in—highest allow. Send your list.
- Most items shipped promptly from our 210,000 inventory, fully insured
- Our specialty—APO & Export.
- 23rd yr. dependable service—world-wide.

Rated #1 service—satisfaction according to nationwide survey.

Write for Our Price First!
You'll Be Glad You Did!

HI-FIDELITY CENTER
"The House of Low Low Prices"
239 V East 149th St.
New York, N.Y. 10451
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